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Abstract

,

A survey of the literature

on erotica research revealed

that the domain of eroÈica has been primarily specified by male
researchers from the responses of mare subjects. rf women,s responses
deviated from male-defined standards, a quest to explain the
differ_
ence seemed to replace the assumption that the responses
were var.id
and stimulus-ericited.

The type of erotic stimulus typically

ized can be classified as "explicit"

util-

erotica or erotic material which

stresses overt sexual- detaiLs and d.eemphasizes general context.
Thj_s
usually elicited arousal in conjunction with positive affect from
men
and arousal in conjunction with negative affect from
women. A second

type of erotica, "implicit"

erotica, or erotic material v¡hich either

only implies or embeds sexuaL details in a general context, has
been
overlooked.
TVro

experíments were designed to explore sex differences
with

regard to erotica-

The first

examined sex differences in preferences

for dífferent tlæes of objective erotic material. The second examined
sex differences in subjective erotic material or erotic fantasy
content.
The hypotheses t].at {emales wou.l-d prefer one type
of erotica, implicit
erotica, and that mares v¡ourd prefer a second type, explicit
were examined in both studies.

erotica,

Experiment I examined sex differences in response to eïotic

stimuli which had. been classified as imnlicì+
^r explicit by predeter-

mined criteria
Èha i nì +'i
¡-l
--o'

(6 implicit,

submitted to three male and three female judges. From

'r t -..i
nna]
e implicit,
12
-" -'t I(6
visual
¡,--r,

6 explicit)

6 explicit)

and 12 textuaL

erotic stimuli were selected and presented

to 272 mal-e and 272 femaLe undergraduate psychology subjects, run in
small same-sex groups. To control for experimenter effects on dependent measures thc cn]-i ra nrncarlg¡s was rgn with no experimenter physically present and without auditory instructions.

All subjects rated

al-l stimul-i on lO-point unnumbered scales on two dimensions, sexual
arousal and likinq.
Results indicated that the basic responses of men to erotic
stimuli were more predicÈable than those of women. cn both affect

an¿

a.rotlsal measures men responded exactly as precìicted to the implicit
and explicit

visual and textual- erotic stj-mul-i, preferring expticit

to implicit on all counts. womenrs responses v/ere more variable.
women

were neither more aroused nor more positive towar<fs the implicit

visual erotic stimuri, but they were, more aroused. and mere positive
towards the implicit

uli, ir.lplicit

textual stimuli than men. Since one tvpe of stim-

erotic stories, emerged as stimul-i that elicitea positive

affect and sexuaL arousal from women, it is suggesr:ed that there

may

be classes of stimul-i thaÈ women both l-ike and eroticize that differ
from those that men li-ke and eroticizeExperiment 2 examined how sex differences in erotic fantasy

content varied aS a functiOn of qtimrrlrrq l-\7nê

T1^/O

stimuli, one vis-

uar and one textual, that were more aïousing to men than to

women

tl-

(ma1e-preferred) and. two stimuli,

one visual and one textual, that

were more arousing to women than to men (female_preferred)
were shown
to 110 female and 1r0 male undergraduate psychol0gy
subjects.
As

in the first

experiment, subjects were run in smar-r
sarne-sex ñ?^rrhã
with no experimenter visually or vocally present.
After exposure to
each sÈimulus' subjects were instructed
to fantasize about the stimulus, to write their fantasy down, then to
rate their fantasy on lik_
ing and arousal' All fantasies weïe scored
on preestablished criteria
by one male and one female psychologist.
The hypotheses that male erotic fantasies
would contain sig_

nificantly

greater explicit content and that fema.l-e
,erotic fantasies
would contain significantly greater impricit
erotic content were both
supported- The predicti-on that these d.ifferences
would vaïy as a
function of stimur-us type, male- or female-preferred,
so that. the erotic fantasy content of men and \^70men would
begin to move in
the

direction of the content typicarly stressed.
by the opposite sex \das
partly supported- The resurts were again
more clearcut for the text_
ual than for the visual stimuti.
Resur-ts are discussed as potentialry

lendÍng some support to

the notion that there is a femar-e-defined.
eroÈic domain which can be
isolated and sampled, thereby extending the
objectivity of the .results
obtained fromiyears of sampling the mar_e-defined
erotic domain. rmpri_
cations for the field of erotica ïesearch
are presented..
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Introduction

The Research Questions

This research was designed to examine what differences' if
any, exist in the nature of the erotic materials label-ed arousing by
men and, rÀ/omen and

whether, if sex differences do exist, they can

be

inflrran¡o¿{

lwo types of erotic material, prescriptive and creative, were
rrqad: l-he formcr consisted of visual and textual Stimuli frOm the
ssvst

conunercial and educational markets whil-e the latter vras fantasy maÈer-

ial- v¡ritten to some of the stimuli.

By viewing visual and textual

eroÈic stimuli as objective correlates of subjective sexual fantasies
(Gagnon & Simon, 1973),

sexual fantasies.

both types can be considered expressions of

Thus, the major research questions involved sex dif-

ferences in erotic fantasies.

Ðo men and women fanÈasize

differently

about sex? If so, what are these d.ifferences and can they be changed?

lwo experíments were designed Èo explore sex differences with
regard to erotica.

The first

examined sex differences in preferences

for different types of objective erotic stimul-i.

The second experiment

examined sex d,ifferences in subiective eroÈic material or erotic

fantasy content. The hypotheses that femal-es would prefer one type of
erotica, implicit erotica, and males would prefer a second type, explir-ir ernt-ir-â- rvâs examined in both studies"
v¿e

v¿vs¿eqt

The research questions are basic ones, but the current re-

appraísal of the implications of sex difference findings in psychological research necessitated a fundamental approaclr" Since all research
involving the e>çerimental induction of sexuaf arousal depends on the
stimuli assumed to be arousing, a Teview of the nature and defìnìtion
of erotica in both science and society is presented firsl.

The assump-

Èions and the empirical evidence on sex differences with regard to ob-

jective and subjective erotica are then reviewed.

Sncr:ifwino the Domain

Erotica:

The classification

pröblem. !ft¡nan sexual arousal, cognitively

mediated as it often is, occurs under a w-ide variety of conditions,
many

of which entail neither the actual presence of the sexually-

preferred object nor any overt sexual activity.

In other words,

h-umans

can be sexually aroused symbolically by a variety of sensory stimuli

including visual, tactual, olfactory, auditory and textual Cliterary)
ones. These are broadly classed, as erotic stimulì, and it is the visual and textual ones that are t1pica1ly used to induce sexual arousal
in

hruman

subjects.

The critical

question is how to determine

muli within these categories are erotic.
sexual arousal in humans erotic?

whicLr-

partìcular stì-

fs any stìmulus which. elicits

Or must the conÈent of tfre stimulus

be clearly and graphically sexual? In other v¡ords, is ttr-e cfassification of stimul-i as erotic based on stimulus properties, response
nranort.iêq- ôr some combination of the

twoS

Defining "erotica": A realm of sex anjl 1ove. The word itself,
t'erotict', is defined as "of, devoted to, or tending to arouse sexual
love or d.esire: (webster's Third New rnternational Dictionary, 1967),
"of, pertaining to or treating of sexual- l-ovei amatory" (The

Random

House Dictionary, L966) or "of, or pertaining to the passion of love,

concerned with or treating of love; amatory" (The oxford English Dic-

tionary, 1933). The

common el-ement

in these three definitions is their

reference to the emotional component implied by the word "erotic".

All three definitions contain the word love; two limit this to sexual
love.

In fact, The Oxford English Dictionary cites a sentence written

in 1865, "The
was erotic",

common

language of civility,

as one of its illustrative

as ad.dressed. to a lady,
quotations for the use of the

word, suggestingr that its early usage was more romantic than sexual.
rts earliest usage was probably limited. to love for the word "erotic"
/

was derived from the Greek word eros, to love, and was enriched by the

legends of the Greek Olympian god Eros (Cupid in Latin), the god of

love. Historically,

then, "erotic" meant both sexua] and romantic.

Though current popurar usagfe may connote only the sexual, both dimen-

sions remain part of the actual meaning of the word.
In this paper the terms "erotic" and "erotica" will be used to
include both sexual and romantic themes.

When

necessary, a distinction

between two types of erotica will be made by using the term "implicit

erotica" to indicate erotic material which either only implies or
embeds sexual

details in a general conÈext, and the term "explicit

deerotica" to indicate erotic material which presents overt sexual
terms
tails with no general context' In psychological research the

,,erotic,, and ,,erotica" have typically referred only to explicit

erotic

stimuli.
,,89!f'g,, according to Kinsey: Defining the research realm.
Fromretrospectiveself-reportsofalargenationafsampleofwhite
and behavior
Americans, the first major surveys of sexual arousal
(Kinsey' Pomeroy & Martin, 1948: Kinsey' Pomeroy' Martin & Gebhard '
Lgl3/Ig53)reportedtheexistenceoflargesexdifferencesindegree
implicit
of responsiveness to erotica. Although the categories,

and

explicit,werenotusedbyl(inseyandhiscolleagues,theirfindings
than were
suggest that men were far more aroused by explicit erotica
women, and women were moïe aroused

by imptricit erotica than were

men.

Theydiscussedsomeofthesocia]-factorsunder}yingtheirresults:
menaremoreexposedtoeroticathanwomenare;itisamarketdevelinterpretation was that
oped., perpetuated and dominated by men' Their
and,
tend to learn from previous and vicarious sexual experiences
stimuli'
by association, learn to respond to a wide variety of sexual
men

whereaswomencend.tobe"fessaffectedbysuchpsychologicfac-'ors"
(KinseY et al.,

L973/I953, P'650)

Itispossiblethatthenumberofobtainedsexdifferencesin
factor' Of the
responsiveness to erotica was partly due to another
this schema'
twelve stimurus categories that could be classified by
(see Table l) '
ten dealt with expticit and only two with impliciL erotica

Reported Àfousal of Males and Females to Erotic StimulÅ.;
Sunmary ot-

the Kinsey Findingsa

Degree or- ReÞor.ted -À:.ousa1
Fenales

De.iinite

DefiniÈe
Some

obser¡/ing opposite sex (gj

(E)

Observing own geniÈalia (E)
Observing conunerciaL mo-

tion pictures (I)

Observing burlesque anC
floo¡ shows (E)
Observing portrayals of

sexual action

l-b

36

54

many

ûËIny

mÂny

¿)

JA

fþ

b

30

36

aÀ

o¿

À

Jf

72

!4

18

11

2I

32

5

11

37

47

84

72

!7

89

2L

38

)Y

3l

47

L2

22

aÀ

qal

(E)

(E)

FanÈasies concerning opFâñÈâci

5CÃ
HvÐrLE
oe ¿lrr-i -^

tUJ

mastu¡bation (U)
Reading liÈerary materials (I)
Stinulation by eroÈic
stories (E)
À¡ousal from sado-masc¡chistic stories (E)
Responses to being
bitten

Some

v

7

Observing animal_s in

coj.tus

frequent

72

Observing one's own sex (U)
Observing portrayats of
nude figu¡es (E)
Observing genitalia of

opposite sex

L'OEA-L

40

10

Note: Kinsey et al. did not
sex differences obtained.

aÈ-Lempt

L'|

J

2I
1

A1

)õ

Y

I2

t

12

27
õ

48

-

9

J>

4A

10

1^

À1

ov

5U

I4

oq

16

ÀÀ

L2

OU

L4

L2
¿o

any statistical

f:

treaüflenÈ of the

a Àdapted
from i(insey, Fomeroy, ¡{a.rtin and cebhard( 1953) by the author.
Lette¡s in parentheses indicate into which of the author's categories
ihese stimuli would faLl.
(E), explicit - specir-ic sexual detail without conÈext.
(r), iurpliciÈ - speci¡-ic sexual detail i¡n-oLied. or presented. in a concexc.
(u), unclassifiable - specific detail .ooia b. presenÈ
in fantasies
either with or without context.
Nunbers indicaÈe Èhe gercentages or- each sex repor-eing eech degree or-

arousal.

with respect to vísuar stímuIus material, Kinsey et al. (Lg73/
1953) reported that men were more aroused than

women

by seeing photos,

drawings or paintings of either male or femaLe nudes, by observing

portrayals of sexual- action in these

same med.ia, as wel-1

as by observ-

ing own genitalía, opposite-sex genitalia, and sexual action berween
persons or between ani-mal-s. The only visual category for which

women

reporte<l a greater degree of sexual arousal than men was observinq
moraì

¡'l

mnJ-i nn

com-

nì ¡+r'-^^
¡/JULq!eÞ.

For texÈual material- men were consideral'ly more sexually stimulated than

women

by "stories del-iberately intended to be eroticall-v

stimulating, usually through their depictions of sexual action'r
(p. 669-610) or by explicit erotic stories. Nearly equal arousal

was

reported by both sexes for novels, poetry, essays and r-iterary material or implicit erotic stories. The categories which might be considered representative of both tvncs nf ornfi.= in that they could
contain explícit sex with or without context, thinking or fantasizing
about sex, drew large but unequal percentages of reported sexual- arousal- from both sexes.
The Kinsey stress on explicit

erotica is important because it

revealed an unexarnined presupposition, i.e. that explici_t erotica is

erotica, whereas implicit

erotica is something else.

Some

interesting

trends i-n erotica research have fol_lowed.
"Erotica" after l(insey: Shrinking the research real-m. Since
icinsey the research on erotica.has been almost exclusively fo-

cused on those stimulus categories which can be classified. as explicit

erotica, that is, on the eroÈic stimuli which were for:nd to be arousins
to men. For example, since Kinsey not one study reviewed by the present author induced. sexual arousal by any stimulus analogous to

a

commercial motion picture (when commercial- ¡notion pictures are d.efined

as sirn-ilar to ordinary movies, "Love story"r',casab1anca" etc.).
has Kinsey¡s implicit

or literary

Nor

stimulus category been utilLzeð,,

despite the fact that it had el-icited the closest percentages of reported arousal in men and women and couLd have been considered most
representative of erotica for both sexes. Instead., when textual materi-als have been used as erotic stimurí they have apparently been extracted from explicit

literary

selections.

The promising category of

imagined stimuli has also been essentially ignored, although
Byrne and Lamberth (L97I) and. Heiman (1975) utilized

when

it deliberatelv

and BarcJ-ay (r97r) accidentally, it proved again to be a powerful- ero-

tic stimulus, eliciting

greater sexual arousal- than any of the other

stimuli used.
Ïn sum, the stimuli which \i7ere arousing primarily to

women have

been relegated to a positíon simiLar to that occupied by stimuli which

are arousing to persons of alternative or "d,eviant" sexual orientations.
Not considered to be mainstream or true erotica, these stimuli have been
included only when that portion of the population is under study - if
l-h an

Again relevant is the question of how to determine which stim-

uli can appropriately be cl-assed as erotic.

For any given stimulus,

is it the content of the stimulus itself
it elicits

that is the better criterion?

cal- or a priori?

or the nature of the response
rs judgment to be empiri-

A review of the stimulus selection procedures

usecl

in erotica research reveals that a priorí judgment tends to be the
rule.

Erotica in Psychological Research:

Stimulus Selection Procedures

Research designed to probe a wide variety of problems has used

"erotic" material as stimuli.

Over 60 studies and three l-iterature

surveys were reviewed by this author in order to examine the proce-

dures employed for stimulus selection.
from a priori

to empirical.

The range of procedures extends

T1z¡gica11y, no

selection procedure is speci-

fied, but a description of the stimuli is included, i.e. an operational
definition

is given.

å priori

sel-ection procedures. Stimulus content is described,

but no systematic procedure for stimulus sefection is reported in
large proportion of the studies (Barclay, IglL¡ Botto, Galbraith
Stern, L974; Clark & Sensibarr 1955; Colson, 1974; Dean, Martin
Streiner, 1968; Epstein & Smith, L957; Freund, 1963, 1965t
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1974; Koegler & K1ine, 1965; Martín, 1964; McConaghy, 1967¡ Mosher,
L973¡ Mussen & ScodeL, 7955; SÈeel-e & i^Ialker, 1974; Wallace & blehmer,

L972) Three studies (Houston & Houston, 7974; Jaffe, Malamuth,

Feingold & Fesbach, 1974; schilr, Evans, Monroe & Drain, rgls) did

not even describe +-he stimuli.
Descriptions usually mention the attractiveness, gender and
age of the person(s) depicted in the stimulus materials as well as the

type of activity,

if any, in which they are engaged. They range

from símple statements, e.g. the stimul-i were photographic slides of
I'attractive nude females" (Cl-ark & Sensibar, 1955) to detailed descrip-

tive lists,

e.g. a list

of the activíty depicted on each of 20 stimulus

slid.es such as "sadomasochism, female on male" (Steele & Walker , Ig74).
For textual erotic stímuIi, the descriptions sometimes include a list
of the sources from which the material was taken (e.g. Colson, L974;
Byrne & Sheffield, f965).

Clearly, the major criterion for stimulus selection in these
studies has been the content of the stimul-us materials as judged by
the experimenter(s). Generally, this remains the case even when other
ways of classifying the stimuli are introduced.
Two studies used legal criteria

for stimulus selection.

as wel-l as subjective criteria

MacNeill- and Janisse (1973) selected 40 stim-

ulus slides from a large pool, all of which had previously been judged
by the courts of the Province of Manitoba as pornographic. i{allace
and !'Iehmer (1971) selected 28 photographic stimuli "so that they were

considered to be legaIly obscene by the author" (p. 119). rn this

study the united states supreme court's definition of pornography

was

used as a standard, which meant that certain conl-enf fhamaq- o g. coitus,

any homosexual act, were labeled pornographíc while others, e.g. pet-

Èing, were not.l

uli

Other studies varied medium of presentation of "erotic"'stim(Davis & Buchwald, 1967¡ Freund., Langevin, T¡Iescon & Zajac, L975;

Glide Foundation, r97r; Howard,Réi-fler & Liptzin, rgTr; Levitt

e

Hinesley I 1967; Mcconaghy, 1974¡ Reed & Reed, Lg72). The stimuri in

these studies incl-uded movies, photographs, slides, rine drawings,
erotic sounds; they were categorized first
then by content within each

by

med.ium

or presentation,

med.ium.

Several of these studies included comparisons of the effects

of the different presentation mecia on arousar ratings.

Generally,

the graphic movies seemed. to be the most arousíng (Glide Foundation,
r97r; Kutchinsky, 1971), but it is not clear what elements within the
fil-ms v/ere responsible. The Levitt and Hinesley (1967) study is

worth special attention because, although only male subjects were
used, it represents one of the few attempts to isolate critical- varia-bles which contribute to the erotic vaLue of a stimul_us. Thev matched 12 line drawings with 12 photographs for activity

for position and appearance of the participants,

depicted,

and.

and found that the

-This recalls a comment written by D.H. Lawrence (1929) on the applicatíon of lega1 criteria:
"l'ihen the police raided my picture show, they
did not in the least know what to take. So they took every picture where
the small-est bit of the sex organ of either man or woman showed. euite
regardless of subject or meaning or anything else; they would. allow
anything, these dainty policemen in a picture show, except the actual
sighÈ of a fragrment of the human pudend.a. This was the porice test. "
(p.31)
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photographs were preferred.

They also varÍed, d.egree of nudity in two

sets of photographic stimuli matched for sexual activity

and position

.of participants; the result,s suggest that nudity per se is an important erement in the erotic valence of photographs for male subjects.
None of the other studies reported any rationale for their initial
stj-mul-us selection, which implies the use of a priori

considerations

on1y.

Kutchinsky (L91L) did mention using the "best pornography"
available in Denmark as of February, rgio.

other researchers have

also reported the commercial market from which their stimuli were
drawn, artd although this was never presented. as a major selection cri-

terion, there is an underlying implication that avail-ability or popularity

on the male-oriented pornography market somehow demonstrates

that these stimuli are erotic, and can be used on any sample, male or
female. Mann, Sidman and Starr (1971) reported that five out of seven
of the erotic films used, on a sample of married couples were conmercial products

mad.e

for maLe consumers. colson (r974) reported that

the books he used had been purchased at Chicago newsstands. Several
studies menÈioned that their

nud,e

or sierni-nude sti.muli came from plavbov

or some analogous ments magazine (Baron I Lg74b; Eisler, Lg6g; Dean et
al.r 1968; Martin, L964), selected for use on rnaLe subiects. others
have chosen nude and semi-nude stimuli from Muscleman and other

com-

mercj-al products desigrned for the male homosexual market; these stimuli
were used either for male homosexual (e.g. Burdick, Stewart & Adamson,
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L974) or for female heterose:<ual (e.9" Koegler c Kline, 1965) subjects.

Selection of erotic stimuli on the basis of source seems more
respectable v¡hen previous research rather than the commercial market-

place is cited"

Tracing these citations to their original sources

usually yields selection patterns like those described a-bove. Kinsey
findings have been cited as a rationale for a priori

stimul-us selec-

tion (e.g. Mosher & creenberg, 1969). Mann et al. (1971) obtained

one

erotic film from the Glide Foundatíon (197f), which in turn did not
report sel-ection criteria

beyond a priori

steín (1966) used the literary

judgments. Paris and

passages originally

Good-

used by Byrne and

Sheffield (1965), who simply listed the names of the books from which
their erotic passages had been extracted.
aimed at differentiating

In a series of studies

various types of male homosexual subjects from

each other and from male heterosexual subjects, Freund and his co-

workers (1974, 1975, 1963,1-965, 1967) usually cite their earLier work
as their stimufus source; initial

selections were typically justified

by descriptions of how the content was appropriate for the populations
under studv.

In general, what seems to occur is that an experimenter, usually
male, who wants to stud,y some aspect of the responses to erotic stim-

uli, assumes that any stimul-us with explicit

sexual content should

be arousíng to both men and women. Classifications of these stimuli

are by broad stimul-us dimensions, including thematic conÈent,

medium

of presentation, lega1 status, and source. The arousal- properties of
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the stimuli are assumed on an I priori

rather than an empirical basis.

rn fact, whether or not a given stimulus is actually arousing is typica11y noÈ discussed until_ the results are reported.

Empirical selection procedures. A few isol-ated studies have
attempted to select erotic stimuli on an empirical basis.
had photographs of "attractive

Baron (Ig74b)

nude young women" from playboy maga-

zine rated by three judges as arousing and attractive before usinq

them

in his research. Eisler (1968) , also using stimulus pictures selected.
from Playboy-type magazines, prescaled. them for d.egree of relevance

to sex based on ratings
Tn v¡¡ç
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d.one

by ma]e clinical

psychology students.

u vr
^f a study desigmed to assess a wid.e variety of reactions

to "porriographic" stimuli, Amoroso, Brown, pruesse, ware and piLkey
(1971) had mal-e subjects rate 27 sexual and 2 neutral slid.es on three

dimensions, ascertained that subjects were able to do this reliably,

then looked at the effects of the ratings on time spent looking at the
slides- In a study of evaluational responses to explicit erotic literature Jakobovits (1965) sel_ected two types of erotic passages

on

the basis of a distinctj-on reported in Kronhausen and Kronhausenrs
Pornography and the Law (1959). He determíned empirically whether

male and female sr:bjects coui-d reliably distinguish between the two

types before examining sex differences in reactions to each tvpe of

passage. Englar and !,ialker (1973) used empirical techniques including
content analysis and judges' ratings to select 4 of Jakobovits oriqinal
20 stories in order to reexamine his findings; sex of the judges

used.

IJ

in their pilot wolk

\A/as

not reported,.

Heiman (7975)

also used a panel

of judges to verify her stimulus selections, but sex of juêge and selec.

The two studies whi-ch used. musical- selections as stimu]i both

attempted to prejudge them for erotic valence. one used. extensive
musical- criteria'

e.g. emphasis on rhythm, themes with large tonal

ranges, and a grad.ual buildup to a cl-imax (Beardslee & Fogelson, l95g).
The other used ratings by both mar-e and female judges, although the

study iÈsel-f used only female subjects (r¡rallach & Greenberg, 1960).
Fina1ly, empirical serection procedures have been ernployed by
two major research gropps assocíated with sex institutes:

Bradv

and

Levitt of rndiana university and schmidt and sigusch of the university
of Hamburg. fn 1965, Levitt and, Brady published a stud.y which was
desig:ned to assess sexual preferences in young adult men via ratinqs

of phoÈographic depictions of sexual activities.
tent themes considered involved activities

The 19 sexual con-

l-ike "heterosexual coitus,

ventral-ventraf position...heterosexual coitus, d.orsal-ventral position- " A large pool of photographs depicting these themes were assemb1ed, then three male judges (the above authors and, wardell B. pomerov
of the Kinsey group) used the "conference technique" to select lo
photographs for each of the L9 tl"emes- Sctecf.ien criteria v¡ere specified:

the people depicted were to be young and attractive;

the content

not to appear dated, i.e. pre-1940; the degree of nudity and the
positions depicted were to be roughly equated within each theme. usinq
\^¡as

these críteria

the three judges selected 190 photographs. These were

subsequently submitted in sets of 10 to 25 male graduate student volun-

teer subjects, who ranked each set from 1 (most stimulating) to
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treast'

19

/'l ^--+
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rL-^^
" rrt-e rrrree top photographs for each. Of the

themes were then selected for use as erotic stimuLi in th-e studv and

a

rank ordering of preference for th-e 19 sexual themes by male subjects
was obtained.

Brady and Levitt

(1965) also used these 19 sets of slioes

to assess the relationsh-ip between sexual preference and sexual experience in male subjects. Then Byrne and Lamberthr- (1971) used the

same

19 themes in a study designed to eva]uate the effect of erotic stirnuli

on sexual arousal-, evaluative responsesr and sexual beh-avior. They
used one of the three sets of 19 photographic stimuli,

19 short mimeo-

graphed textual- passages equated for content to match- the pictures,

and 19 equated "imaginary" stimuli, which consisted of instructions to
imagine a scene for each particular

theme. The problem was that Levitt

and Bradyts (1965) original r,vork had been done only on male subjects,
and Byrne and Lamberth used both mare.and female subjects.

Tlrey re-

placed only the stimuli which they subjectivery judged inappropriate

for female subjects, i.e" the nude female photographs. Thus, for
female subjects some of tkre stimul-i were sel-ected by a priori

judg-

ments of male e>çerimenters and others on the basis of the empirical-

ly-determined preferences of maLes. With no acknowledgment of the shortcomings of these procedures, Griffitt,May

and Veitchr (Igj4). ciÈed Byrne
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and Lanberth's study as the basis for their selectíon of stimuli to

be used for both male and femal-e subjects.

rn fact, Griffitt(1973)

cited Set A from Levitt and Brady's original study without indicating
whether the stimuli had been modified at al-1 for presentation to the
female subjects, suggesting that they may have viewed. female nudes

as

erotic stimuLi for femalesl
A similar process ocurred with another set of erotic stímu1i,
stimuli generated by the university of Hamburg research group.

The

empirical work was done on male subjects on1y, then the stimuli were
used to stud.y both male and female sr:Jrjects with substitutions for female preferences made on an a priori

basis.

rn the original stud.y,

designed to examine the effects of psvchosexual stimulation on

men

(schmidt, Sigusch & Meyberg, 1969), five slides of each of 24 content
themes were rated by 20 male subjects on two 7-point scales, sexual

arousal and favorability.

For each theme, the three pictures with the

closest mean ratings in both categories were used to investigate sex
differences (Sigusch, SchmJ-dt, Reinfeld & Weidemann-Sutor, 1970).
There was no empirical sel-ection of the stimul-i substituted for the
female subjects.

A male reference qroup had been used to establish

what might be calLed the domain of erotica; when females were to be

studied minor adjustments within this establ-ished

d.omaj-n

were

made

by substituting stimuli whose content appeared to males to pararlel
the content which rnale subjects had found arousingr e.9. substituting
male nude and semi-nude photographs for the female nude stimuli when

L6

indiêated.
Inattention to selection criteria

is further demonstrated bv

the fact that it is another set of stimul-i generated by the Schmidt
and Sigusch group that has been most widely adopted by other research-

ers - a set not selected empirically.

These stimuli simply consist

of films and matched slide sets covering six content themes, female
and male masturbation, simple ana invo:-ved petting, simple and involved

(various positions) coitus (Schmidt e Sigusch, I97O) . Mosher (L91I)
Jazwinski and Byrne (1916), Mann et al.(L97I) and Pirke, Kockott

Dittmar (1974) have all used

some

,

and

parts of this "erotic" material-

as

stimuli.

Men

Define Erotica:

Selection Procedures and Oifrer

Evid.ence

It seems cl-ear that experimental erotíc stimuli have been selected in a haphazard manner, probably due to an und.erlying assumption
thaÈ the face val-idity of the stimuli was sufficient.

the selection criteria

Consequently,

have usualty been no more than subjective judg-

ments of content bv experimenters

I

Even empirícal- procedures have been a-bused. Often the re-

search was l-imited to male subjects (Baron, L974 ¡ Eisl-er, L968; Amoroso

et a1., 1971) . Otherwise. either both male and female judges were used
to select stimuli later used only on female sr:bjects (Wall-ach & Greenberg, 1960) or empirical- sel-ection procudures were used for the original
male sample (Levitt & Brady, 1965; Schmidt et al.,

1969), but not repli-

cated when female subjects were incl-uded (Byrne & Lamberth, I97L; Sigusch

L7

et al-., I97O). Jakobovits (1965) used empirical procedures on both male
and female pilot subjects before using the erotic stimuli on both sexes

in the main stud.y, but only to determine whether or not subjects could
reliably distinguish between stimulus categoríes. Not one of the studies

rewicwefl

nrc.ala¡#aÁ

nr n.i'lnra¡l

¡nrz nf +ha g¡gllC

matefia]_S,

visual or textual-, to be shown to femafe subjects by having

ei ther

women

rate

tham for erotic val-ence. This was true even for stud.ies desiqned to examine sex differences in sexual arousal.
The resul-ts of these procedures are not necessarily yast sex

differences in reported arousal-. Research on sex dífferences in arousal
from Kinsey to the present has always demonstrated that some women are
much

or more sexually aroused than

Little

some men

by explicit

as

erotic stimuli.

is known, however, a-bout the responses of either sex to other types

of erotic stimuli, ê.9. implicit erotica.

Basically, the problem lies in

the use of one group, males, as the standard or reference group for establishing the boundaries for the domain of erotica for both males and femal-es, a procedure which may set unv¿arranted limits on this domain- Tt
seems

that even in the realm of "objective" scientific

ition of what is erotic has been determined by

research, the defin-

men.

The male-oriented approach has rnanifested itself

in many $/ays.

An extreme case in stimulus selected is a study d.esigned to assess the

strength of reinforcing events by time spent looking at various Èypes of
stimuli (Bullock, 1959); the "erotic" stimuli shown to both male and femal-e

subiects were female

nudes

I

Other examples are more subtle.

In examining mal-e and female

1B

differences in reactions to "erotic" stimuli, steele and walker (Lgl4)
showed

the same set of 20 stimulus slides to both sexes. An examin-

ation of the stimulus materiaL reveals that three of the four stimulus
sl-ides depicting solitary figures were femal_e nudes or semi-nudes,
and that two of the three homosexual- sl-ides were male homosexuals.

For the one group sex sr-ide, a triad, the sex of the participants

was

not reported., suggesting that it was an unimportant variabre.
rn the study d.escribed earlier,

sigusch et al. (1970) used

a

series of stimurus slid.es selected on a male subject sample for use
with both mal-es anrl femal es nheir attempt to substitute slides of
equivelant erotic content for females demonstrates some of the fallacies involved in this type of haphazard, trial and error matching.
The matching (adapted from sigusch et al.,
Girl

i n ona-ni
a¡a lqu¿tr¡¡v
l-r¡t-h i -^
v¡¡e !,4eve

suit.

Girl in bikini.
Closeup of female legs
from thighs to Eoes.
Closeup of girl with open
blouse showing breast.
GírL wearing only panties.
Naked girl

in normal_
posture.
Closeup of female breasts.

Man in bathìno

with legs spread
out, exposing genital_s.
Closeup of female genitals.

fol_l_ows:

srrìl-

M¡n in hil¿i-i

Closeup of male legs from
+L.i^L^
U¡¡TYI1J

Man

¡^
LU

!^^^
LUgÞ.

with pants partly open.

wearing shirt but no pants
showing genitals, no erection.
Naked man in normal posture,
Man

no erection.
Closeup of male genitals, no
ava¡{-ì

Naked girl

l97o,p. L4) was as

nn

Naked man with erection.

Closeup of male genitals with
oro¡l-

i an

t9

Seminude girl showing breasts
and genitals.
Naked girl

pants showing
genitals, no erection.
Naked man in posing position"
Man removing

in fosing position.

The assumptions are obvious: that the femafe but not the

male chest is an arousing stimulus; that breast exposure of a

womarr

is equal to genital exposure of a man as long as he has no erection.
In fact, the only organ whose erection is worth considering is the
penis; erection of maLe and femal-e nipples is not considered relevant,
nor is erection of the clitoris.

Without empirical evidence these

assunptions remain questionable. ft would be equally plausible to
assume

that degree of nudity is the critical

variable or that genital

exposure is always more extreme than nonexposure of genitals or even

that it is not men's legs but their arms that are arousing to
TÈ would even be

women.

plausible to question whether or not it is possible

to find a physical equivelant on the mald body that is as arousing
to

women as

parts of the female body are to meni conceivably ít is

other characteristics, psychological ones, that

women

find arousing.

The authors of this study, in fact, mentioned thaÈ this guesswork

may

have been responsibl-e for the "especially pronounced" sex differences

ín arousal obtained for the stimuli depicting solitary figures.
In other studies it seems as if an interpretive bias is operating.

For example, Mann, Berkowitz, Sidman, Starr & !{est (1974) ex-

plained the discrepancy obtained between husbands and wives in reported rate of sexual behavior by suggesting "that the women I sexual
prudes
I may have been somewhat restrained in filling
-)
nei rotr

1n
tr¿t.
\.y. 1?2\

rfllra
that
rr¡ç þr¡nnl-hoqi
rrryuu,.---i c +hâ+

out the question-

.*lr ^*^J
Lsexual athfeteg

ñêñ
men l-.o*r.-r

may have
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been sor¡ewhat exaggerated in fill-ing
even entertained.

out the questionnaire was not

A simil-ar interpretation

of negative feelings re-

ported in conjunction wíth arousal by female subjects towards erotica
was offered by Jazwinski and Byrne (1-976); they suggested that "so-

cialization pressures may inhibit
ly."

them from labelling arousal positive-

It does not seem to occur to the authors that similar social-

ízation pressures may inhibit men from labelling arousal negatively.
One-sided emphases like these are probabl.y facilitated

by the

tendency of researchers to use only male subjects to study various

aspects of sexuai arousal.

Out of 76 studiet t"à.*.rl

by this author

for sex differences in responses to erotic stímuli, 39 (51e") used
only male subjects whereas 7 (8e") used only female subjects
t@Le

¿)

(see

.

Of the six studíes that examined, female subjects on1y, four of
them attempted to account for female sexuaf arousal by personality

variables, including
Mollenauer, 1965) ,
sex guilt

MMPI

MMP]

Masculinity-Femininity scores (Loisell-e

c

Hysteria scores (Jordan & Butl-er, 1967)

'
(l'{osher & Greenberg, 1960) , and scores on anxiety and intro-

version (Wal-lach & Greenberg, 1960). Another study was desigmed to
examine female sexual responsiveness in relation to sexual- knowledge
and attitudes (Steele & Wa1ker, 1976). The sixth was set up to validate

a device for the measure of vaginaf blood volume (Geer, Morokoff

&

Greenwood, 1974) .
One

possible ex¡rlanation for the pervasive masculine bias
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Table

2

esearch

Studies
Sex of Subjects
M:l

Nunlcer

aq

lv

Females

Males & Females

6

51

I

29

Jö

to

100

Unclassifiable
Total

Þar¡anl.

-a
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in the field may 1ie in the authorship of the erotica
scientific

field is dominated by male researchers,

' a male conceptualization of the nature of erotica.

and
A

authorship of 69 studies reveals that 53 (772) of them

either males alone or in groups versus
authors alone or in groups (see Table

1%

3)

¡Fha

raqa¡r¡lt

thus refl-ects
check
r^ra

ra

of the
rilnn o Ïrrr

or one study done by

"

These data are open to many ínterpretations.

T1- m¡rz orzan ha

the case that most psychological research follows this pattern

is

done

femal-e

)
primarily by male researchers on male subjects.In

and

the

area of sex research, it seems obvious that concentrating on one sex
may

substantially bias the results.

Sex Differences in

Hôeñ^ñ

cô c

to t'Eroticatt:

Arousal, Affect and Evaluation

Ðata on sex differences in responsiveness to erotic stimuli

are difficult
rcsearr:h

to interpret d.ue to some of the limitations of erotica

fiesicrn-

Têntåtìwc

oeneraliz.a|'ions

ft would seem that men are more strongly

mav t nat¡avl-l.ra'lacc
w e¡
lvgg
¡¡e
e¡^s
?

t

sexualfy aroused- than

be made.
v¡omen

' In fact, a similar phenomenon has been documented for achievement
motivation, which up to 1971 had been done entirely on men, but labeled
achievement motivation not male achievement motivation (Sarason & Smith,
(Lg7L c.f. Mednick c weissmfr-Ig7s).
rn a similar fashion, i.e. al-lowing for the possibility of sampling error, the titles of the books
by the Kinsey group should refer to U.S. male e U.S. female.
-I It should be noted that the sexual arousal measures typically used
in erotica research are self-reports of arousal, self-reports of phy-

qi nl noi cel qenq:i- i ônq - ôr : cnmhi nati on of nhwsi ol ooi r:al 'i ndi eants
(e.g. GSR, heartrate) with or without self-report measures. Since the

major interest of this study is arousal that is perceived and labeled
as sexual- by the subjects, only those studies which included subjective
measures will be discussed..

¿J

'-['aicle J

Authorshi

of Research in Erotica

b

Studies
Sex of Author

MaIe, aLone or
FemaLe, alone

Groups of both

Number
i ñ ^-^,,^^
+¡r
Yrvq!/Þ

or in
SEXES

Percent

53

groups

77

l_

1

10

l_f,

5

7

Unclassifiable
Total

rnitial-s are uncr-assifiabr-e except

100

when

the study listed the

furrname of a femare author, in which case iJre initiarred
author
was
as_
sumerL to be mar-e - Ttris was based on the fact
that at one time ApA
required soelling out femares' nanes, but used. onJ-y initials for
males.
Some names were arnbiguous with regard to gender.

,) /,

by a wider range of erotic stimul-i drawn from the explicit erotic domain. Women also report sexual arousal to expJ-icit erotica, but often
in conjunction with negative affective

(e.g. disgust) and eva]uative

responses (e.g. has a bad. effect on people, on sex etc.).

Changes

in overt sexual behavior following exposure to erotica tend to

be

minor. Evidence supporting these concl-usions is seen in experimental
and survey research.

survey evidence. since l(insey et al.

(1948

, rg73/r953) first

reported sex differences in arousal to various types of erotica,

aE

least four other major suïveys have obtained greater percentages of
reported arousal to "erotic" (or "pornographic") stimuli from ma.l_e
than from femaLe respondants. Roach and. Kreisberg (r97r) surveyed 625
!{estchester, N.Y. college students and obtained rel-atively striking
sex d.ifferences in opinions on "pornography',. positive reactions, in-

cluding enjoYment, interest, curiosity and d.esire to participate,
reported by

28e"

of the mal-e and

16%

v/ere

of the femal_e subjects, whereas

negative reactions of embarassment, shock, rejection and d.isgust were

reported by 52". of the females and only
A more representative sample

19%

\^ras a.

of the

mal-es.

national u.s. survey of

public attitudes towards experience with "erotic" materials
Cohen, Heaton & Suder , I97L).

On

several points men and

(Abel-son,

women

were in

agreement: that erotica is not a serious probrem compared to other
social issues; that the major effect of erotica is the orowisio¡ ef i¡formation; that they, personally, experienced no guilt when exposed

/1

to erotica.

The sex differences were in the usual areas: a hiqher

proportion of men (48?.) than women (272) reported sexual- arousal- from
eroticai

women

reacted more negatively to al-1 media of presentation

than men. Most men perceived the effects of erotica as sexual arou-

sa1, information and entertainment, whereas over half the

women

felt

that, ín addiÈion to arousal and information, the effects inc]uded

a

breakdown of morals and incitement to rape.

Athanasiou, Shaver and Tavris (1970) surveyed over

2rOOO

Psychology Tod_ay readers, a sample they described as young, educated,

economicarly well off, and sexually liberal.

in reported arousal were sti]l
73v"

Large sex differences

obtained. v¡ith 51% of the v¡omen versus

of the men reporting themselves as either "aroused occasionallv"

or "g'reatly aroused" by whatever exposure to "pornographic" material
they had experienced.
The Gl-ide Foundation (1971) surveyed a sample of partj-cipants

in the National sex Forum training courses in human sexuality, which
was also a sample drawn from higher educational a¡rd. economic strata.

They found that, although arousal was a frequent reaction to erotic

stimuri, curiosity,
effects.

interest and learning were more commonly reported

In all- six content categories of their erotic stimuli (inter-

course, oral-genital sex, lesbianism, male homosexuatity, group sex,
and beíng forced) for aLl three media of presentaÈion (reading, movies,
and pictures) the percentages of self-reported arousal- were higher

for men than women. Being forced was the only content category in

¿o

whích the percentages of sex differences in arousal were negligable.
Experimental evidence. Experimental ind.uctions of sexual a-

rousal have obtained similar patterns of results, albeit with modifiSigusch et al" (1970) examined sex differences to psycho-

cations.

sexual stimulation by exposing male and female German college students

to erotic sl-ides of 24 content themes. Seventeen of the themes were
a'

,.r-^J
^; * ì €,: ^sryrrrrrudntlymore sexually stimulating by male tha¡ by feJuuvËu
-l

In response to questions concerning physiological sen-

male subjects.

satíons,

7OZ

of the females and 80% of the males reported having no-

ticed some sort of genital sensatíons. However, since reports of
genital sensations are usually gathered at the close of an experimental session, this can be consiCered a measure of overall sexual arousal only, noi an indicant of sex d.ifferences in reactions to specit1^

cl1ñ11

l1

Later Schmidt and Sigusch (1970) reported similar results
using films a¡rd matched slide sets as stimuli.

For two of the four

film and slide sets men reported signíficantly

greater sexual arousal

than women. There v/ere no sicrníficant differences for the other two

sets.

Reported physiological sensations were also simifar to the

earl i er strrdw t
sessJ,

some

87eo
v

of the men and

72%

Of the women observed at leaSt

genital sensations in themsefves. One additional d.ifference in

ímmediate responses to the stimuli was noted - women showed more

mood

4-

In this paper the term "significance" refers to reported statistical
results and not to psychological importance.
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changes than men; this was especíal]y pronounced in the shocked, j-:r.-

ritated and disgusted categories.
Mosher (1971, 7973) studied the reactions of unmarried male
and female N" Àmerícan subjects to two of the Schmidt and Sigusch films.
ModeraÈe 1evels

of sexual arousal were reported by both sexes, but

males had a significantly

higher mean arousal level- than females.

were more aroused by the film depicting oral-genital

werei

women showed more

sponse to this film.

sex than

Men

women

negative affect, expeically disgust, i_n re-

However, the women (85%) reporÈed a sJ_ightly

greater percentage of physiological sensations than the men (802).
Kutchinsky (1971) reported some sex differences in patterns
of reactions to erotica.
of the men and 7% of the

Early in the erçerimental sessíon 40-442
women

reported sexual arousal arrd "lust",

but by the end. of the session 23-42e" of both sexes reported arousal,
a process which the author l-abeled as the "cooling down" (?l) of the
men and

the "heating up" of the women (p. 145). Physiological genital

sensations were reported by 86% of the men and 6l-? of the women. Phenomenological and physiological reactions thus appeared to differ.

In a study that ran for twelve weeks, Mann, Sidman and Starr
(I97I, L913) examined. the effects of erotic films on the sexual behaviour of middle-class married couples. The sex differences in arousal
and affect seemed to follow the usual patterns.

Males reported higher

absolute maginitudes of arousal than females for each of the seven

films, although there were wide individual dífferences.

Femal-es were

2B

signifícantly

more turned off by four of the seven fílrns.

For al-I

themes except heterosexual intercourse, females reported primarily

mixed arousal and repulsion, whereas males tended to rate themselves

from slightly

aroused to no reaction.

Overall, females reported gen-

ital sensations less frequently than males, but for the five erotic
films that did include male actors, femal-es were higher than males in
reported. genital sensations.

Similar sex differences in reactions to 20 erotic stimulus
slides were found in a study designed to look at the relationship between sexual arousal and sexual adjustment (Steel-e & Walker, 1974).

Male subjects reported greater sexual stimul-ation and greater liking

for the slides than did femaÌes, though arousal levef was generally minimal.

fzarð, and Caplan (1914), using an erotic passage as a stimulus,

found that male subjects reported more arousal, interest and enjoyment
and less disgust than did female subjects.

In contrast to the resul-ts of most of the studies, Byrne
Lamberth (1971) found significant

and

sex differences in arousal to spe-

cific themes, but no overall sex differences in reported arousal to imaginative, pictorial

and literary

erotic stimuLi from a sample of

married couples. Al-so, no significant

sex differences in the percep-

tion of stimuli as "pornographic" were obtained; instead this judgment
varied. with other factors, such as disgust ratings, church attendance
and authoritaria¡ism.

There was a difference between the men and

women

who reported the greatest increases in frequency of sexual behaviors
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following exposure to erotic stimuli.

The women who reported. these

increases were those who felt sexually aroused but not depressed. or

afraid after the e>çeriment, while the

men who

reported similar inc-

reases were those who had reported low levels of sexual arousal after-

wards. From this finding, the authors reasoned that the

women were

sexually activated for emotional and the men for cognitive reasons,
thus following the sterotypic thinking surrounding sex difference findings while ignoríng the other possibil_ities.
Griffitt(f973)

also found significant sex differences in arousal-

to specific themes but no sigrnificant differences overall-. Unlike
Byrne a¡d Lamberth, however, his female subjects did consider a sig-

nificantly

greater number of themes to be "pornographic" (defined

obscene, foul, d.isgusting, offensive), and showed significantly

as

more

negative,affect (e.g. disgust, anger, nausea) than did his male subJç9çÞ.

Sex differences in response to erotica seem to be remarkably

pervasive. Jazwinski and Byrne (1976) found that females reported,
more negative and less positive affect than mal_es in response to view-

ing an erotic fil-m.

In l-ooking at evaluations of visual criteria

by

sexual liberals a¡d conservatives Wallace and Wehmer (1972) noted that

the ljlcerals were more l-ikely to be maLe than femal-e. From a study of
the defining and labeling of "pornography" Reed and Reed (1972) reported
several characteristics of people like1y to label material "pornographic", one of these was being female. Byrne, Fisher, Lamberth

and.

Mitche1l

?ñ

(1974) reported that for males both positive and negative affective

feelings \,rere associated with "pornographic" judgments and restrictiveness, but only negative affective response was associated with these
judgments for femafes.
One

study (Heiman, f975) did not find any sex differences that

followed the arousal--affect pattern typically reported. Using both physiological and subjective measures of arousal- to tape recorded descriptions of heterosexual encounters taken from pornographic and popular ncvels, Heiman reported that both males and females preferred the same types
of stimuli.

T\aro

aspects of this study make it difficult

other research in the field.

to compare with

The use of tape recorded stimuli adds the

dimension of voice of reader (and other il-lustrative

sounds on the tape)

to stimufus content, making it different from all- other studies using
textual erotic stimuli.

Al-so, since no measures of affect besides arousal

were reported, it cannot be ascertained if affective differences between
men and women were

present. Nevertheless, it is important to note that

under certain circumstances arousal patterns of men and women rnay be

nearly identical.
In general, however, most studies have found that females report
less arousal and more negative affects and evaluations to erotica than
mal-es. Fairly consistent sex differences in amount of exposure to
"erotica" also seem to exist.

Sex Differences in Exposure to "Erotica"

Most of the knowl-edge a-bout the effects of exposure

comes

J.L

from surveys, which have explored the frequency and. nature of expo-

sure to "erotica" thrrough retrospective reports of men and women. A
few attempts to vary anount of exposure experimentally have been

made.

The surveys report that a high proportion of both mal_es and
femal-es have had some experience with erotica at some point in their

lives (Athanasiou, Shaver & Tavris, I97O; Abelson, Cohen, Heaton

&

Suder, f97f), although this exposure is infrequent, typicai_ly a-bout
once a year (Abelson et a1., I97L).

In general, men report more ex-

posure to erotic materials than women do (Abelson, et al-., Igll-;
Athanasiou et

al-

, 7970), although percentages vary somewhat with the

sample surveyed. A national U.S. survey found that 80% of the men and
53%

of the

women

reported some exposure to visual- erotica (Abelson et

äf., r97r), while a survey of Pslzchology Today readers found. that
of the men and

72s"

(Athanasj-ou et al.,

of the
1970)

women

rcnortad

eÕmê

. More men than

78eø

exposure to erotica

women

obtaining or seeing erotic material-s; only

92%

48"ø

report voluntarily

of the femal-es versus

of the males reported doing so either frequently oï a few times

(Athanasiou et a1., 1970) .

Roach and Kriesberg (1971) reported simi-

J-ar figures on voluntary exposure to pornography for coLlege students

with

60%

of the men and 48% of the

women

reporting occasional or fre-

quent voluntary exposure.
Recent exposure to erotica is also far more frequently reported

by men than by women. seeing one or more stag movies or skin flicks
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within the previous two years was reported by one out of six men and.
only one out of 20 women in the Abelson et al. , (I97I) national survey.

Men were

also twice as lj-ke1y as

women

to report exposure to

"pornographic" magazines within the same time period.
When exposure

is subdivided into exposure to lega1 versus il--

legal materials, the sex difference widens. Onty 32.52 of the females
compared to 81.2% of the mal-es reported exposure to illegal

material-s

at least once (Rosen & Turner, 1969). These figures, the authors
poinied out, hardly differ from the data Kinsey collected twenty years
earl-ier.

The difference was l-ess striking

terj-al r e.9. Calrdy, though significantly

for exposure to legal

ma-

more males (54e") than femal-es

(39%) reported. this type of exposure also.

Another way of looking at exposure to commercial erotica demonstrated the extent of the sex differences quite dramatically.

Winick (1971a) did a field study on the patrons of adult (sex) theatres
and bookstores. For theatres, 97% of the patrons were males;

female. No solitary females were observed, but
alone. Olrly one group of

women

88%

3% were

of the men attended

was observed, entering a theatre and they

left ten mínutes later in a manner that suggested to the author that
their entry had been a mistake in the first

place.

In adult bookstores

99%

of the patrons were male and l% female. Not one female was alone,

but

96%

of the

mal-es $¡ere.

The socíal context of e>rposure is also different

women.

Women

for men and

are more likely to see erotic materials with their
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spouses while men are more likely

son et al.,

I97l).

to be with a sane-sex friend (Abel-

Furthermore, marital status seems to make no dif-

ference with respect to exposure to illegal- erotica for men, ålthough

greater

married women over the age of 26 reported significantly

of exposure than single

women

amounts

did (Rosen & Turner, 1969).

FÍnally, the age at which the first
ial- occurs also seems to differ

exposure to erotj-c mater-

for men and women" In a survev of

625 college students (Roach & Kriesberg, I97I) , 522 of the men versus
31%
.l.rr
ul

of the

{-}ra
u¡¡s

qYs
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women
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reported that they had been exposed to "pornography"
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had seen some material which they had labeled pornography.
The survey evidence presents a general picture of the social-

hístory cf e>çosure to commercial erotica for men and
American society.

women

in North

It seems that men's experiences with erotica begin

at a younger age than woments do, and continue on a more active
freguent basis throughout life.

lrihen women become consumers

and.

of ero-

tica, it is apparently through men, whereas men typically are involved
with erotica either alone or with mal-e companions. Furthermore, the
experimental evidence on the effects of massive e>çosure to erotica sug-

gest that general patterns of affective, evaluatíonal and behavioral
responses to erotica, once established, may be faír1y resistent to
change (Howard., Reifler & Liptzin t 197l-¡ Mann et al ., I97l¡ irlallace
& Wehmer, i97I).

rn this lÍght it hardly seems surprising that men's

responses to commercial erotica in laboratory situations have been

less ambivalent and more clearly positive than woments responses.

"

Sex Differ-ences

in Preferen-ces for Different Typ.es of "Eroti_ca"

Erotic versus none_rotic stimu]i"

A few early studies were con-

cerned with mal-e-female differences in response to different

of stimuli"

cl-asses

Two stud.ies measured time spent looking at sexual- and non-

sexual types of stimuli either directly

disguised sorting task

(Buchwald

(Bullock, 1959) or through

I 1962 c. f.

Mann

a

, L97L). Although

both studies found that men spent siginificantly more time than

women

looking at the erotic stimuli, both used.only female nudes and seminudes as the sexual stimuli.
Stimulu_s theme. The studíes which have examined variations

in sexual arousa] accord.inq to sexual stimulus content or theme have
almost always found significant mal-e-female differences for specific

content themes (Byrne & Lamberth, I97J.¡ Glide Foundation, L97I¡
Griffit,

1975; Mann et al. , 1977i Mosher, I97I; Schmidt o Sigusch,

I97O¡ Sigusch et al., I97O¡ Steele & Wal-ker, L974). In general, it
seems

that males report greater sexual arousal than femal-es to

which depict more "extreme" or "unusual" sexual activities

themes

(Glide

Foundation, 1971¡ Mann et a1., I97It Mosher, L97I, Schmidt & Sigusch,
L97O¡ Sigusch et aI.,

I97O; SteeLe & Walkert 1974). For example, the

Schmidt & Sigusch (1970) erotic films, Petting I and Coitus I, depict
standard heterosexual behavior, whereas Petting II also incl-udes oral-

genital sex and Coitus II includes a variety of coital positions.
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No significant

sex differences in sexual- arousal have been found for

Petting r (schmidt & sigusch, 1970) or coitus T (Mosher, r97L; schmidt
' I97I), but men reported significantly greater sexual arousalthan women to coitus rr (schmidt & sigusch, LgTo) and to petting rr
& Sigusch

(Mosher

, r97r,' schmidt & sigusch , LgTo).

aroused than women by most oral-genital

Men were a.l_so somewhac more

and coital stimul-i (Glide

Foundation, r97r¡ sigusch et al., L97o¡ steere & walker, Lg74), though
no significant

differences for either theme were obtained by Byrne

and

Lamberth (1971). Contradictory resul_ts have al_so been obtained for

depictions of opposite-sex solitary figures.
found that men were strikingly

sigusch et al. (1970)

more stimulated by this theme than wo-

men, whereas Byrne and Lamberth (1971) díd not.

similarly,

and Vntalker (1974) found than men reported significantly

arousal than

women

steele

greater sexual

to sado-masochistic slides, but the Glide Founda-

tion (L97I) did not obtain sex differences for the cateqorv la-beled
"being forced. " However, men seem to be significantly

and consistently

more aroused than women by group sex themes (Byrne & Lamberth, I97Li

Glide Foundation, I97!¡ Steele & Walker, Ig'74) .
The main conclusion that can be drawn from these results is

that theme aLone is not sufficient

to adequately d.escribe the arousing

properties of any particular stimuLus. At most, the resul_ts from
studying stimulus theme demonstrate that men and

women respond

differ-

ently to certain erotic themes, which have probably been depicted in
widely varying ways, i.e. contain many unconrrolled variabl-es.

JO

Explicit and impl-icit erotica. Evidence from a number of studies suggests that both

women and men may

but in response to different stimuLi.
tilying

be aroused symbolically,

The problem seems to be in iclen-

the stimulus dimension(s) that may account for these differ-

ç¿¡99Þ.

l(insey and his colleagues (1948, r973/L953) first

brouqht

this area into prominence. They reported large sex differences in
arousaL to l-5 different

categories of erotic stimuli, most of which

could be cl-assified as symbolic (See Table 1).

Females were consid-

erably mord aroused than males only by observing commercial- motion
pictures, and slightly more aroused than males by readíng literary
terial-s.

ma-

This second category must be distinguished from lclnsey's

other textual category, reading "erotic" stories, to which men reported
greater arousal- than women. Extremely wide gaps between percentages
of reported sexual arousa] of males over females occurred. in five categoríes: observing burlesque and fl-oor shows; observing own genitalia;
observing portrayals of sexual action; observing portrayals of

nude

figures, and; stimulation by erotic stories.
The categories for which women reported higher levels of sex-

ual arousal seem to differ from the categories which were more arousing
to men along the implicit-explicit
lier.

dimensíon of erotica discussed ear-

The el-ement that seems to distinguish literary

stories and com-

mercial motion pictures from other erotic stimul-i is the desree
which the erotic segments are embedded in some sort of context-

co

It is
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the components of this contexË Ëhat should be identified.
Cne study which may

erotica differentially
plicit

erotic stories.

help identify the contextual features of

preferred by men an<i

women

dealt only with ex-

JakoboviÈs (1965) used Kronhausen and Kron-

hausen's Pornography and the Lar,¡ (1959) to distinguísh two types of

erotic literature,

erotíc realism and hard-ccre obsceníËy. Erotic

realism is characterized by more nonsexual detail because sexual realism includes some antierotic elements such as impotence, 1íce, etc.

Ilard-core obscenity is characterízed by proportionally more sexual
detail, exaggeretíon, unrealistic and r¿ish-ful-fílling
and no antierotic

distorti.ons,

elements. Females ccnsistently found hard.-core

obsceníLy type stories more sexualJ-y stímulating and more j.nËeresting

than did males, but there v/ere no differences between males and females
in the extent they found erotíc realism stories stimulating.

Affectively

both sexes expressed ambivalence to both types of stories.
Because of the female preference for hard-core obscenity the

Jakobovits study has been viei^¡ed as contradictory to geneïal findings

i.n the freld.

Englar and Walker (1973) challenged hi.s resulrs empiri-

ca11y when, using 4 of the oríginal- 20 stori-es as sÈimuli, they failed

to replicate his

f

indj-ngs. since Jakobovits desígn

r/,/as

a forced.-

choice one, the naËure of both caÈegories of stimuli should be consid.ered before the sex difference in preferences is Í.nterpreted. as so un-

usua1. The major distinguíshing feature beÈween the two types cf stori-es
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seems

to be the degree to which sexual detail is presented as ideal-

ized and extraordinary.
explicit

Given the choice, it seems women may prefer

erotica presented in an unrealistic context, which, due to

the idealized context, may be considered implicit erotica; whereas
men seem

to choose realistic

detail-s.

Beardsl-ee and Fogelson (1958) examined sex differences in sex-

ual imagery aroused by musical- stimul-ation by content analyzing stories
written to neutra] versus erotic musical pieces. The stories were
scored for symbolic sex activity,

gories of overt sex activity.
scored significantly

overt sex activity,

sex symbolism and for three cate-

For the neutral- musical selection males

higher than femal-es in all three categories of
but for the arousing music (e.g. Ravelts "Bolero")

males scored higher only on the primary-overt (explicit

references to

i-ntercourse, etc.) category. Females scored significantly
ma.l-es

on sYmbolic sex activity

hig.her than

in response to both neutral and arousing

music, and showed a nonsignificant trend to score higher on sex s)¡mbol'i sm to the arousing music. The authors concl-uded that arousinq mu-

sic affected both sexes, since men and women both showed more symbolic
sex activity

ections.

content to the arousing than to the neutral musical sel-

rn discussing the primary-overt or explicit

scoring category,

the authors noted that femal-es had scored very low in Èheir pilot

and

experimental stud.ies. They offered what might be termed. the female-

inhibition hlpothesis to account for the l-ow number of references to
sexua1 intercourse by female subjects.

Alternately these resulcs sug-

J9

gest that the l-evel of sexual- activation for men and

women mav

fer, but that their preferred modes of representJ-ng sexuality

not dif-

may.

Differences were most apparent in the amount of overt sexual content
appearing in the sto-ries.
women, who tended

Men used more

explicit

sexual- detail- than

to prefer symbolic or implied sexual content.

The inclination

for

women

to prefer an id.ealized or extra-

ordinary context involving a certain degree of symbolism also appeared
in a study of the responses of married couples Èo erotic fiLms
et al., L97I).
women chose

(Mann

In rank ordering preferences for seven erotic films,

the filn

"Unfolding" as the most stimulating.

directed by a woman, depicts explicit

This fi1m,

sexual encounters in a fantasy-

like sequence, often superimposing ocean waves or woods and fields
over explicit

sexual acts by means of double exposures. Although

found this film arousing too. their first

men

choice was the fiJ-m depíct-

ing unadorned heterosexual intercourse.
A relevant finding also turned up in the daily questionnaires
which were used. to assess changes in sexual behaviour for the men and
women

involved in this study. Mann et al. reported that stable pat-

terns of sexual- behaviour ir, .onpf"s were disrupted. by situationalfactors only temporarily.

Such a temporary disruption ndght be having

sexual intercourse on the night of an arousing event rather than on
some

other night, but without sustaining an increase in sexual- behaviour

over time. Of interest is the findinq' that the situational- factors
that elicited these temporary disruptions differed for men and women.
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Men tended

to be more responsive to explicit

erotic stimuli, such

as

those used in ¡¡o o*-o-ìmanr- women reported other events as moïe

arousing, events the authors characterized as "ego-bolstering", e.g.
going out for dinner, getting a new hair-do.

Although the authors did

not l-ist all the events mentioned by the female subjects, those they
did specify night also be described as "relationship-bo1stering",
that they stimulated the marital relationship by nove] activity
increased attractiveness.

rn either case,

women

in
or

clearly indicated

that other situations were moïe arousing to them than some or all of
the erotic films.
Steel-e and Walker (7916) set out to ascertain what the "id.eal

erotic fil-m for

women

to female subjects.

might include.

Themes

r'

They showed seven brief films

included romantic heterosexual behaviour,

genital heterosexual behaviour, mitd and explicit group sex, mild.
and explicit

sado-masochism, and homosexuality. fleterosexual--romantic

was rated as most sexually stimulating, followed by mild group sex (z

males and I femal-e), then by genital heterosexual- behaviour. To supplement the information obtained by ratings, they used a structured in-

terview, which incl-uded a question about what should go into a film designed to be as sexually exciting as possible.

They reported that the

response was overwhelmingly in favor of a sequence characterized by

a

male and a female, in private, beginning fu1ly dressed, then undressing,

kissing, having extensive foreplay with affection, then engaging in various types of coitus.

rn other words, females seem to prefer explicit

4I

sex within an emotional context of affection and presented as r¡art of

a gradual process.

Women

said they would be most excited when there

was an emphasis on the whol-e relaÈionship, including the emotional-

aspects, rather than the traditional

emphasís on genital sexuality ex-

clusively.
Sigusch, Schmidt and their colleagues did some interesting
work around these variables.

In the study by Sigusch et a1.

(1970)

romantic context or situation characterized the only stimuli thac were
found more sexually stimulating by women than by men. Three out of

erotic stimul-us slides were romantic and they were the only ones
arousing to the female subjects.

Because of the striking
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more

sex differ-

ences obtained in this study, Schnidt, Sigusch and. Schafer (1973)

attempted to isolate one component of erotica that might differentially
appeal to men and

women

rearlìno erni-irr qtories-

by studying sex d.ifferences in response to
Ilsino stimulus stories careful lw selected
vq:9!

to balance the degree of activity

q4¿f

and satisfaction of the male and fe-

male characters, this study was designed to examine whether or not
fema'l

es orcfer exp]icit

erotic Stories in whiCh affection

sed over those devoid of affection.

\4tas er.nrêqeÃÈ/!
sr

Affection and no-affection stories

were identical except for the addition of affectionate interchanges
and the substitution of words like "member" and "vasina" in the af-

fection stories for words like "cock" and "cunt" in the no-affection
ones. Results indicated that both men and
v¡ith affection.

women

preferred the story

This nr-ight, however, be confounded by story length etc.

ffut'ltt'EÈ
OF MÉ\ll|T0EA
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one other study also suggested that male and femafe tastes in

erotica might converge around the amalgamation of the "romantic" with
the explicit.

Heiman (L975) presented mafe and female subjects with

audio tapes of four different

types:

(1) erotic or explicit

tween a man and a woman, sometimes preceded by masturbation,
manÈic or scenes without explicit

sex be-

(2) ro-

sex but with verbaf expressions of

-F€^^+.in^ /"\
romantic-erotic or both sex and affection, and
!vrrrq¡¡Lrv
\J/

a!!gçulvlt,

(4)

control or a coupl-e sharing dinner and conversation wíth neither affection nor sex. The erotic tapes were modified so that the content
varied sex of initiator

(male or female) and sex of central figure

(i.e. if male-centered, the description focused on what happened to
the manrs body). Both erotic and erotic-romantic tapes elicited arousal responses on both the physiological and subjective measures from
boÈh sexes; neither the romantic nor the control tapes did.

more,

$¡omen

Further-

rated the erotic tapes as more arousing than men did, which

l-ed the author to conclud.e that explicit
men and women.

sex, not romance' turns

on

this conclusion seems a bit premature in light of the

fact that the woments favorite tape presented a sexual encounter which
took place on the beach and intermingled descriptions of sea and sex.
This is hardly erotic (explicit

sex) alone, although it was so categor-

ized by the author. The distinction between what was romantic and what
was not was based solely on the presence or absence of a verbal dialogue

indicati,ng affection between the couple. fn terms of tape content'
Heiman

reported that the female-initiated,

female-centered content

(the beach scene) was preferred by both sexes, and suggested that
it is
the woman's erotic reactions that are still the primary focus of sex in
our societv.
Like most researchers in the field,

Heiman seems to conceive of

"romantic" and "erotic" in terms of a dichotomy with romantic signifying
affection and erotic signifying sex. rt seems likeJ-y that a more accurate picture would be more complex than that, particularly

when trying to

account for the fact that women often respond to explicit

erotica with

both sexual- arousar- and negative affect.

Although Heimanrs stud.y did not

incl-ude affective measures, evidence from her study and other research
suggests that women may respond with more sexual- arousal and l-ess affec-

tive ambivalence to erotic stimuÌi that present explicit
The context preferred by women seems to involve an idyl]ic

sex in a context.

or extraordin-

ary setting, which may specifically be woodlands, beaches or some other
type of natural scenery' and seems to emphasize the affectionate as well_
as the sexual aspects of a relationship.
gests that

women emphasize

the total relaÈionship and prefer a gradual pro-

cess l-eading up to explicitly

type of erotica, implicit
fined explicit erotica.

Furthermore/ some evidence sug-

sexual content.

Men may

also respond. to this

erotica, just as many women respond to male-deHovrever, responses to a female-defined erotic do-

main have yet to be systematically studied.

Sex

Di-fferences in Erotic Fantasies
The rel-ationship between subjective and objective erotica.

rt might be logical to postuLate that the primary effects of expo-
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sure to erotic materials woul-d occur in the imaqinative or svmbolic
rather than in the behavioural modality, and there is some experimental evidence to support this notion.

In a study of the effects of

erotic stimuli on various aspects of sexually-related behaviour in
married couples, Byrne and Lamberth (1971) found that the few
in frequency of sexual behaviour that were obtained

'n¡ere

changes

positively

correlated to the relative frequencies of thinking, talking, reading
and dreaming about sex. Three media of presentation, visuaL, textual

and instructions to imagine, were used for each of i-9 sexual themes.
The imaginative stimulus cond.ition proved to be the most sexually

arousing and the l-east disgusting for most of the themes for all- sub-

jects, although affective reports indicated that
afraid than men in this condition.

r¡romen

were more

The authors were struck by the

finding that an individualts imagination was the most arousing of all
erotic stimuli; they suggested that if imagination is a powerful,
easily evoked sexual stj-mulanÈ, it is possible that individual differences in sexuality may be a function of differential

l-earning with

regard to engaging in sexual imagery. Heiman (1975) also reported
that both mal-e and femaLe subjects were aJrle to èurn themselves on via
fantasy, but she indicated that this ability was not affected by exposure to erotica within the linriÈs of her study.

Actually, I(i-nsey's surveys had already indicated that imagination was the most potent erotic stimul-us. Both men and women re-

ported the largest percentage of arousal to their

o$/n

personal sexual

fantasj-es, whether or not these fantasies occurred durinq masturba-

tion, although the proportíon of
(rinsey et al., L973/1953)
Mann

et al.,

men who

reported arousal was larger

.

(1971) pointed out that, at least for their sub-

jects, there appeared to be a close relationship between the extent
to which a film was viewed as favorabl-e and conducive to sexual fantasies and the extent to which the activitv

depicted was rated as sex-

ually arousing. They also noted that both mal-e and female subjects
tended to rate most of the films relatively

low on this dimension.

Since most of their stimulus films were explicit,

they suggested. thaÈ

blatant depictions of sexual activity may not be parÈicularly arousíng
for, either sex.
The results of four studies by Schmidt, Sigusch and their

colleagues (1969, I97Oa, I97Ob, L913) on the effects of psycho-sexual
stimulation were summarized by Schmidt (1975). During the 24-hour
period following exposure to visual or textual erotic stimuli they found
a general but slight increase in sexual behaviour (coitus, masturbation, orgasm), essentially no change in coital techniques, but

a

"moderate tendencv to incorporate the stimuli in theír masturbation

fantasies and a slight tendency to incorporate them into fantasies
during coitus" (p.355) .
Mosher (1971) found thaÈ both male and female single college
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students which represented the middle economic class typical of most

college samples, reported more conversations a-bout sex and more sexual fantasies in the 24-hour period after viewing two erotic fi1ms,
brrt reoort-ed no increase in scxuaf behaviours. Davis and Braucht
(f971) found that male volunteer subjects tended to show an increased
engagement in "substitute sexual behaviors", such as sexual dreams,
ç--+^^.:
^^
rcrrrtrdsres
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cuscussions
drÌcr.
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of sex, after having been exposed to eroti-

.Fha

nnìV overt sexual behaviour that was influ-

enced was masturbation, and this effect was limited to those subjects
who had prior histories of frequent masturbatory behaviour.

Abelson et al. (1971) found that both the male and the femaLe

survey respondants v¿ith the most recent exposures to erotica v/ere more

likely to report having dreams and fantasies about sex and to imagine
during intercourse that their sex partner was someone e1se.
The Report of the Commission of obscenity and Pornography

(1970) summarized the gist of these findings.

Patterns of sexual be-

haviour are generally found to be stable and not altered by exposure
to erotica beyond temporary activation of preexisting patterns.

In-

creased frequency of erotic dreams, sexual fantasies and conversa-

tions about sex are the other
tica.

common consequences

Because of the differentiaL

availability

of exposure to ero-

of sex partners,

dreams and fantasies mav increase more often in unmarried than married

subjects, but talk increases for all-.
Several people have hypothesized that one of the primary

functions of erotica is the stimulation of sexuar fantasies.

crá-

pault (1972) suggested that the reason for the popularity of pornographic films, in spite of the disgust claimed by regular viewers,
is their role in the sexual imagination, which is to provide new material and to break the limits imposed by reality.

winnick (l97lb)

conducted 100 field interviews with male subjects who had jusi viewed

an adult movie; 56 of them mentioned fantasies as one reason for at-

tending, fantasies about the actresses, about the sex life of the

mo-

viemaker, etc.

without speculating about causality, it seems likely that objective erotic materials and subjective erotic fantasies are related.,
and that the content of spontaneous conscious erotic fantasies would

not differ greatry from the erotica preferred respectively by
and women. This would imply the existence of some fairly

men

specific

and predictable sex differences in the content of erotic fantasies.
The experimental- literature

in this area is meagre, but the little

that exists tends to support this notion.
Themes

of erotic fantasies.

T,ike the research concerned with

objective erotica' most of the studies that have surveyed conscious
erotic fantasies have been interested in only one dimension, theme.
Fisher (1973), during the course of a series of studies on the female
orgasm, asked a sample of women to gíve at least two examples of their

fantasies d.uring intercourse; over

75?.

of the

women

indicated that

they had at l-east one fantasy that recurred occasionally, but not of-

4B

ten, during intercourse.

Roughly categorized by Fisher, about

40%

of these were visuaLizations of intercourse or sexual contact v¡ith

some-

one other than their husbands. Over 50% invol-ved themes of rape, sex-

ual humiliation or something sexually "wicked", e.g. being helplessly tiedr brutal]y raped, being a cheap whore, being an actress

on

stage performing sexually for an audience. Less frequently occuring
themes were fantasies abouÈ being a royal or superior figure with

special prestige or

po\¡/er

( 79%) and sensory image fantasies such as

red flashes, colors, or rushing water (30%).
Sorensen (1972) surveyed the fantasy content of male and fe-

male adolescents as part of a probability

sample based on the entíre

U.S. popul-ation of adolescents. For girls the

common

categories were:

sex with a male who is much admired; sex with one or more mal-es when
one is forced to subrnit; inflicting

mild violence on the other person;

oral sex ( passive) . The common categories for boys were: sex with
someone who

is forced to submit; sex with more than one female; group

sexi sex when one is forced to submit; varying degrees of violence to
the other person; oral- and anal sex. Fantasy content appeared to

be

related to two factors, gender and sexual experience.
Hariton and Singer (L975) reported that

65%

of the l-41 married

sr¡burban women in their sample reported moderate to high levels of

erotic fantasies during intercourse.

fn rank order the top five

themes

were: thought of an imaginary romantic lover; imagining being overpowered or forced to surrender; pretending to do something wicked or
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forbidden; being in a different place like a car, motel, beach; reriving a previous sexual- experience. other frequently occurring fantasies were; delighting many menr struggling and resisting before sexuaJ

stlrrender:
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table sexy women; being made love to by more than one lover simultaneously; feelings of weakness and helplessness; being a striptease
dancer, harem girl or other performer; being a whore or prostitute.

It is interesting that animal fantasies seem to be infrequent, yec
the recent popular liÈerature on female sexual fantasies (Friday,
implies that they are as

common

1974)

as other themes.S

Clearly, erotic fantasies are conmon experiences for both
men and women.

rn fact,

97e"

of the male and

96%

of the female under-

graduates surveyed by shaffer and shoben (1956) reporting having had
sexual- fantasies at some point in life,

were slightly

though reported percentages

lower for graduate students. Cameron(l-967) suggesrs

that there may be a curvilinear relationship between age and time
spent thinking about sex, the least time being spent by the very
young and the very o1d.
The fantasies reported by both men and women seem to cover

a wide spectrum of sexual themes, including the ones used. as erotic
-Obviously, this represents one of the dangers of nonrepresentative
sampling in the new wave of popuJ-ar literature about personal sexual
experiences, in which the relative frequency of occurrence of various themes is, by omission, misrepresented.
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stimuli in researching human sexual responses. Yet the experimental
evidence suggests that men and women react differently

to the presen-

tation of the same erotic themes that they report fantasizing about
spontaneously. Since fantasizing about sex can take any form,

a

partial explanation night be that the internal representations of these
themes differ

from the experimental stimuLi more for women than for

men. It is the nature of this difference that warrants investiqation.
Implicit and expl-icit erotic fantasies.
fantasies of relatively

It seems that erotic

similar types of thematic content are often

experienced by both males and females. The details of these fan-

tasies, however, seem to differ more than the theme Labets would susgest.

cagnon and Simon (1973) report that female fantasies concen-

trate on the context surrounding thoughts of sex, e.gi. social arrangements, love, marriage, social attachments and the like.

The partici-

pants in female sexual fantasies are either knov¡n actors or those
with vaLued social status in terms of marriage-ability.

Male

sexual_

fantasies are described as denuded of social factors and rich in
specifical-ly sexual behaviour, usually with notorious female characters who have status in male peer structure.
Beardslee and Fogelson ( 1958) lend some support to the notion

that female erotic fantasies tend to be without explicit
tail.

fn stories written to pictorial

erotic de-

and musical erotic and neu-

tral stimuli, female subjects al-most never referred directly to sexua1 intercourse but male subjects did.

Similar sex differences did
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not appear vriËh regard

rô such

ing, dancing, fondling

OT

or ín

sexually-related acËivíties as kiss-

situations as being sweethearts, courting

1ove.

The most detailed reporË of the differences between male

and female erotic fantasies appeared in a study published by Barclay

(1973). He described the Ëypical male sexual fantasy as "stereotyped"
in that they read like excerpts from PlgLg¿ magazíne or pornographic
books, featuring sex without involvement and elaborate visual descríptions of the imagined sexual partnei (e.g. partnerts eye and pubic haír
color, breast sLze, color and shape of nipples, etc.).
Ëended

Male fantasíes

to be devoid of couments about the relationship with the fan-

tasy partner, and to contain little

about the general characteristics

of the partner other than focusing on her general seducËiveness or
abilities

in bec.
Female sexual fantasies, according to Barclay were much

more diverse within certain general types, one of whích r¿as fantasies

in which

tttr¡omen

and their lovers r¡rere running around in a sunlit

meadow", (p.210).

The background detaí1 ¡,¡as often elaborately speci-

fied, but the physical details about their partners or the sexualevênt itself

r,ras

generally absent and almost inpossible Ëo elícit

even by dircct questioning.

to focus on the subject's

The fantasies r¿ere vívid, but tended

otnm

emotional responses in the situation,

rather than on the characteristics of the sexual encounter or of the
partner, other than some vague feelíng that the ínagj-ned partner resembled someone they knew. Furthernore, this
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pattern did not vary with degree of sexual experience.
Barclay reported. that some common female erotic fantasies,

e.g. nursing

someone

one, were difficult

particulariy

back to health, desertion and loss of a loved

for him to categorize as "erotic".

true for the most

cornmon theme

ies, caring for someone. Initially

This

r¿as

of female sexual fantas-

the author viewed this type of

fantasy as nurturant but not sexual, except that so many women reported
them coupled with masturbatory activity

or sexual intercourse that

he became convinced that such fantasies were experienced by women as

erotic.

This theme exemplifies the kind of erotica which has been ex-

cluded from the domain by the boundaries imposed by a male reference

group. It is also noteworthy that Barclay, a male researcher,

was

able to change his views regarding what constitutes an erotic fantasy
by taking an objective l-ook at the reports he was receiving from women.

Summary: Sex

Differences in Responses to Erotica

Several major problems that exist at present in Èhe fietd

of erotica research preclude any definitive

statements about sex dif-

ferences. Differences between men and women in the nature and
of affective and sexuaL arousal responses to explicit
exist.

amount

erotic stimuli

Nimerous interpretations of these sex d.ifferences have been

offered and partially

supported by empi-rical evidence, but they have

usually been attempts to explain the ways in which

women

differ from
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men' a type of thinking which seems to have blinded researchers to

the alternative explanations that also fit

these data. since the

stimulus domain has been primarily defined by men, the obtained sex
differences may simply mean that a constant bias has been operating
in selection procedures so that stimuli chosen have not inci-ud.ed those
that evoke sexual arousal in

women

without ambivalence. fn other

words, much is known about the responses of men and women to the

stimuLi thaÈ men eroticize.

Little

is known about how men and

women

respond to the situations that women eroticize.

The Research Þrnia¡l-.

Drnhi-^ the POtential_ SeX Differences

The major purpose of this research was to examine sex dif-

ferences with regard to explicit

and implicit

research has focused mainly on explicit

erotica.

Previous

erotica or erotica that

em-

phasizes overt and elaborate sexual details and d.eemphasizes their con-

text.

Close examination of this research suggests that implicit

otica, erotica that implies explicit

er-

sexual details or embeds them in

a specified or el-aborated context, mây be preferred by \^/omen. This
has not yet been investigated systematically.
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The first

nìÉ

Thus, the first
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erotica to anchor the findings.

study was therefore designed to examine sex differ-

erÌces in response to a pool of erotic stimuli classified as implicit
and explicit

by predetermined criteria

submitted to mal-e and female
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judges. In general, it was predicted that
erotica, that

men woul-d

prefer explicit

women wou1d.

prefer impliciÈ

erotica, and. that these preferen-

ces woul-d hold for both visual- and textual- stimul-us materials.
The second study was desi-gned to examine how sex differences

in erotic fantasy content vary as a function of stimulus type. By
pirically

selecting erotic stimuli which were differenÈial-Ìy arousing

to men and women, two major but related hypotheses were examined"
first

The

hypothesis was that, since men and women are believed to dif-

ferentially

eroticize different situations, the content of their sub-

jective erotic fantasies would differ.

In other words, it was predicted

that mal-e erotic fantasies would contain more explicit

erotic detail,

whereas female erotic fantasies would. contain more imp]icit

tent.

em-

erotic con-

It was further predicted that these differences wou1d varv as

a

function of the type of stimulus, male-preferred or female-preferred,
so that the erotic fantasy content of men and women woul-d begin to

move

in the direction of the content typically stressed by the opposite
sex as a function of erotic stimulus tl4)e. Specific hypotheses are included in the Methods section.
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EPERI}GNT 1:
SEX DIFFERENCES

IN

EROTTC STI}ÍI]LUS PREFERENCES

Method
Hypotheses

For visual stimuli it was hvpothesized that:

1.

Men

women

2.

wil-l respond with significantly

to the explicit

Men

3.

Men

women

4.

than to the implicit

will- l-ike the explicit

Men

will like the explicit

Women

Women

the implicit
7.

erotic slid.es.
erotic slides significantly

more than

erotic slides significantly

more

erotic slides.

will respond with significantly

than men to the implicit

6.

greater sexual arousal to

will.

than the implicit
5.

erotic slides

will respond with significantly

the explicit

greater sexual arousal- than

lfomen

greater sexual arousal

erotic sl-ides.

will respond with significant.ly greater sexual arousal- to
than to the explicit

erotic slides.

will like the ímplicit erotic sl-ides significantly

more

than men will-.
!{omen

will like the implicit erotic slides significantly

more
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than the explicit

erotic sl_ides.

For textual stimuli it was hypothesized that:
9.

I4en

women

10.

will- respond with significantly

to the explicit

Men

erotic selections.

will respond with significantty

explicit

than to the implicit

11.

Men

will like the explicit

than

women

12.

Men

women

the implicit
r5.

women

erotic selections significantly

more

eroÈic selections significantly

more

eroÈic selections.

will respond with significantly

than men to the implicit

L4.

erotic selection.

will l-ike the explicit

women

greater sexual- arousal to the

will.

than the implicit
13.

greater sexual arousal- than

greater sexual arousal

erotic sel_ections.

wílÌ respond with significantly
than to the explicit

greater sexual- arousal

erotic selections.

will- like the implicit erotic selections significantly

more than men wil-l.

16.

Women

will like the implicit

than the explicit

erotic selections significantlv

erotj_c sel_ections.

ExperimentaL Design
The desiqn of the studv was a higher-order

!çvçqLgu

tttËéÞuIu5

more

(split-ploÈ) design (¡tirk, 1968r pp. 245-3Ig). The between
subjects
independent variable was sex of subject. The two within su]rjects
in_
dependent varialcles were medium of stimulus and type of stimurus.
The medium of stimulus variable was dichotomized into
textual- and vis-

uaL stimufi, while the levels for type of stimurus were implicit

and

explicit-

lwenty-four erotic stimul-i were used, six for each combin_
ation of within subjects independent variables. Thus, there were
6
visual/implicit,
explicit

Sub

6 visual,/explicit,

erotic stimuri

6 textual_,/Ímplicit and 6 textual/

(see schematic representation in Figure Ì).

j ects
T\¡ro

hundred and seventy two mare and, 272 female undergraduate

subjects were drawn from the university of Manitoba introductory psychology subject pool. The mean age of male subjects was 19.4
and of
femal-e subjects was 19.2; modal age was rg for both
sexes. A noce on
alj' sign-up bookrets forewarned potential subjects that the experiment
inv-olved some "hard.-core pornography" (See Appendix A)
,
Materials

Erotic stimur-i - The initiar- erotic stimur-us pool was comprised of 37 color sl-ides taken from two l6-mm. movies, ,,The
Bed,,
(1968) dírected by James Broughton and distrj-buted
through Mul-tiMedia
and "Heterosexual rnÈercourse" directed by Richard H. price and. pro_
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Medium

of Stimulus

Visual

Textual
Type of Stimul-us

Sex of Subject

Female

Implicit

Exp]icit

Tmplicít

Explicit

1,

6

1,

6

1, "

6

l-,

6

L,

6

I, .

6

L,

6

I, .

6

å.

Male

-LIL'.
5rr"
.o'-

S-,

,

ts

1

Âiìrô

|

Experiment 1: Schematic Representation of the Experimental Design
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duced by EDCOA, and 34

short textual selections taken from books

ranging in type from hard-core pornography (e.g. Swingers Three,

Horror for the Hostess) to respected v¡orks of líterature
Fruit by Lillian

Snith, Justine by Lawrence Durrell),

(e.g. Strange
These were sub-

rniËted to six judges, three male and three female psychology graduate

students arrd 24 were selecËed.
Judgemer-'ts \rere used

either irnpliciË or explíciË.

to categoríze stímu1i by stímulus type,
haplicit erotíc sÈimuli were those in

r¿hich specific sexual detaí1 was either only ímplied or r¡ras embedded

in a context of background scenery or story, emoËional expression,
clothing, or general nonsexual activities.

Explicit erotic stimuli

were those in which sexual detail was elaborately and overtly presenË
and not modified by the presence of other qualifying elements such as

baekground scenery.
Judges rated each sti-mulus on each of four dimensionsi (1)

Expressíon of affect,

(2) Background scenery, (3) Predomínant type

of activíËy, and (4) Degree sf ¡¡r.rdíty (See Appendíx B for complete
critería).

Since stimulus configuration was being viewed as a gesËa1t,

it was arbitrarí1v decided that if three of the four dímensions fell
into Ëhe inplicíË category, then the stimulus would be categorized
an implicit

as

erotic sÈimulus and if three of Ëhe four dimensions fel1 in-

Èo the explicit

caËegory, it would be caËegorLzed as an explicit

erotíc

stímulus. Agreement by five of the síx judges was Ëhe arbitrary requirement set for the definíng dimensions. Thus, if three of the four dimen-

sions fel1 into the explicit

category by the ratings of five of the. six

judges, the stimulus in question

r.7as

considered Lo be explici-t.
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Ly, íf three of the four dÍmensions were implicit

according to

aÈ

least five of tTre six judges, it was considered inplicit.

Since

only six visual stimuli actually met Ëhe minimum critería

for im-

plicit,

only six were selected for each of the four caLegoríes.

h'hen there \¡rere more than six ËhaË met the criteria,

Ëhose stímulí

on which all six judges had agreed were selected first.
Twelve ..'isual (6 implicit,

inplicit,

6 explícit)

6 explicit)

and L2 texËual (0

erotic stímuli were thus selected for use in

the experiment (see Appendixes c and D). In addition, four stímu1í,
on tr,/o dímensions as implícit and on the other
.clas"sified
as expliciE, were included as neutral or practice stimuli.
each

two

Projection and timíng equj-pment. A Kodak Carousel projector
equipped wíth a uragnifyíng lens ç-as üsêd to project all instruction
and erotic slides.

A stopwatch was used for Ëiming the presentaËicn

of all sËimu1i and instructions,

(See Appendix E) and a battery-operated

low tone buzzer served as a supplementary signal demarcating the time
periods for reading and rating the textual stimuli.
\^ras

A dimtrer switch

All

used to lower the lighting during Ëhe presenËation of slides.

cont.rols for this equipment

\¡ras

operated from a second room' located

directly behind Lhe e:çerimental room and connected by a one-way mirror
Ëhrough which Ëhe experimenter without being seen could observe the be-

havior of all subjects.
Experimental booklets and instructions.

Experimental booklets

(See Appendix F) and pens were placed on each desk prior to sessíons.

Booklets were numbered and coded for sex and group of subject; each

subject was required to identify her/hirnself by age and gender only.
6T

Each booklet, contained (l)

a general jntroduction Ëo the experíment.,

(2) a det,achable waiver/permission form, (3) instructions for rating
the stímu1i, and (4) tr.ro rating scales for each of the 4 practice sËimAll textual erotic sËiuulí r.rere presented in a separate booklet,

uli.

(See Appendix D) the Literary Selections booklet.

Slídes were used to

te1l subjects when to proceed to each part of the booklets and to present
basic ínstructions.

Separate instruction sheets for feedback and credit

receípt were available aÈ the end of each session (See Appendix G).
Ratíng scales. Al1 ratings \^zere done on lO-point unnumbered

scales, tlro scales for each stimulus.

The first

scale was headed by

the quesÈion "How sexually arousing do you find this slide/(selection)?";
the rating scale beneath t"" trr"hàred by "not aË all sexually arousíng
(iE turns
me

rne

off)" at the low end and by "very sexually arousing (it curns

on)" at the high end. The question for the second scale was "How

do you like this slide/(selection)?"

not like ít at all (it disgusts

me)

much

and the scale was anchored by "do

I' at the low end and by "like ít very

much (it

pleases me)" on the hígh end. Scales were also anchored at the

"slíght"

and "moderate" points (See Appendix D for sample scales).

Procedure

Subjects v/ere run in sma1l grouPsr l0 or fewer persons per

group. These r{ere same-sex groups to ensure that arousal was tc the
experimental stimulus raËher than to aä opposite-sex neighboring sub-

ject.

To contTol for experímenter effects on dependent measures

(Abramson, Golberg, Mosher, Abramson & GoËesdiener, L975; [ilner

&

Moses, L972, L974; Mi-lner, 1975) the entire proceduTe lfas run i¿ith no

o¿

experimenter physically present and without auditory instructions.
1,ras

This

accomplished by presenting all insËructions in written form, either

on slides, signs, or in an instrucÈion booklet.
A sign on the door ínstruòted all subjects to enter the experiment.al room ten mínutes after Ëhe scheduled tíme.

This gave the experi-

menter time to prepaïe the room and disappear behind the one-way mirror.

It also ensured that all subjects enËered the room simultaneously
thaË no subject had extra tíue wíth the experimenËal materials.

so

After

subjects had seaËed Èhernselves at one of the tables where an experimenta1 booklet, literary

selections booklet and pen had been placed, the

instruction slides began. The inítial

instructions íntroduced the ex-

periment, informed subjects of the Èype of maËerial ínvolved arid the
procedures used Ëo Protect their anonymiËy, then indícated that they
were free to leave if they thoughL Ëhe material might be offensive.
Four of 61-5 subjects did so.

Subjects

tíc stimuli.

T¡rere

exposed to t\,lo types of visual and textual ero-

These were (1) Explicit

stimuli or stimuli whích focus

primari.ly on heterosexual actívíËy, e.8. coitus, fe11atio, cunnilíngus, without. aiso focusing on the erqoËioeal or scenic context in which

that activíty occurs, and (2) Implieit stirnuli or stimuli in which
heterosexual activíËy is eíther only implied or is eurbedded ín

elaborate emotional or scenic context. Both types
both experinental media, visual and textual.
Ëhe

visual and Ëextual maËerial

r^ras

within

presented in

Order of presentation of

counterbalanced; order of presenta-

Ëion of the tr¿o types of erotic material , implicit
randomized

T.vere

an

and explicít,

\Â/as

each medir¡m.

If the subjects were viewing the visual stimulí first, instruc-

/^
OJ

tions regarding the rating procedure for slides followed the qeneral
introductory material.

Then, in order to familiaríze subjects with the

procedure for experimental stimul-i, two waïmup or practice slides
were presented. Vísual experimental stimuli were then presented and

rated.

Ttre amor'-F ^r +.i*^ ^.i--^n to view each slide was based on ex_

perimental tradition in the fiel-d; each sLide was shown for 20 seconds
followed by a lO-second interval for completion of the two ratinqs.
Instructions' practice textuaL sel-ections and practice ratings, and presentation of experi-mental textual stimuli followed.. The amount of time
given to read each sel-ection was based on a small nilor crn:rn. su-bjects
were given 50 seconds for each sel-ection fol-lowed. by a ]o-second in-

terval to complete the ratings.

Time periods were carefu]ly demarca-

ted through the use of instruction slides and a buzzer.
A¡alysis
T\^/o

repeated measures analyses of variance, one for each de-

pendent measure, were computed. to partition

the total variance in each

paradigirn in order to obtain the error terms for the a priori

t tests-

Student

The hypotheses for the entire experiment were divided into

two sets (families), one fanily of I hypotheses relatíng to the visual-

stimuri (Hypotheses 1 - 8), one family of g hypotheses relating to the
textual stimuli (Hypotheses 9 - 16).

rn this way the problem of

Tlzpe

r error rate for multiple testing was contro]led by setting a familywise error rate 1df'Wl and. conducting each specífic t-test at the
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4FW/T level of significance;i. where T is': the nrunber of statistical
tests per family (Rogan & Keselman, 1977). For each of the two major
families of 8 hlpotheses,{r*

was setat.O8,

so that the l-eveL of

significance for each t-test was .08/8 or .01. Thus the overall rate
of Type I error for the entire experiment was<.16.

Results
Sex

Differences in Responses to Visual Stimuli
The results of the eight hypotheses for visual stimuli are

presented in Table 4. Males responded exactly as predicted with sig-

nificantly

greater sexual- arousal than females to the explicit

sLides (!:9.08, p<.0005), significantly
for the explicit

greater Iiking than females

erotic slides (!=9.4]-, p <.0005), significantly

er arousal to explicit

than to implicit

.0005), and significantly

erotic slides (t=22.90 ,

greatp

<

greater liking ior the explicít than for the

erotíc slides (t=11.10,

implicit

erotic

p

<.0005)

.

Females did not respond as predicted to the visual stimulj-,

and sometimes responded counter to predictions.
females would be significantly

The hypothesis that

more arou.sed than males to implicit

eroÈic slides was not confirmed; in fact, the means were in the opposite
direction.
significantly

Similarly, females did not like the implicit
more than males did.

erotic slides

It should be noted, however, that

the means for four of the six inplicit

erotic slides were higher for

femaLes than for males for both arousal and liking,

but the differ-
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TABLE 4

Responses of Males and Femal-es to
!'vnl

-rmnl.i^i+
lr.È/¿rvru

iaiJ- È /T'-ì
¡n¡l
q¡ru
\!/

Hypotheses

Means

l.Ms more aroused
than Fs to exolicit
erotic sli-des

1* =J.

Visual Erotic Stimuli

/T\
\¿/

IYIJ

/J

e

t

ctr

24.75r

2L68

Y-Z¿t

2168

p

.084

<.000s

¿¿ . óYó

<.0005

9

=4.64

X
_È

2.Ms more aroused by
explicít than by

imolicit

I E =5.73

erotic

x =4.01ï

3.Ms l-ike expl-icit

l*=6

eroÈic slides
more than Fs do.
4.Ms l-ike explicit
erotic slides
more than implicit ones.
5.Fs more aroused
than Ms to imn'l i ¡'i {- arnJ-ì

.4L2

<.000

5

Xr=5.

25

x ={

/

¿roó

11.104

-r5r

2r68

- z. JLZ

Y.¿¿O

2168

-LZ.|JrJ¿+

16.815

¿roó

-0 .488

N.S.

1.059

N. S.

24

<

( . ooos

9 -O52

_Ei

.E'

*,-c
t\.J.

i-¿nr
.M
ir=3.

73

"F -'*-

l*:5.24
9.051

x_=5.1_y
,L

zloó

1U=5 .12

ÞrrõT

f ê.mq

f\rfs
Mc

{See Kírk, 1968, p. 2L4-ZL7)

I 4f¡u
¡n¡l

c^ /

"The proba-bilities are for directional

-Non-significant

9

r

i -^1 .i ^.1 +u
lrrrÈ/r+v¿

- 11 1 mêrn qdlrr rÞq
¿u! tuç4r¡ ùT u4r

¿loó

:Ä_=o. uö

¡

than by explicit
erotic sl-id.es
7.Fs like implicit
erotic slides
more than Ms do
8.Fs like implicit
erotic slides
more than explicit ones.

08

À_=Þ. ll

6,Fs more aroused
L.'
vJ

.

degrees of freedorn (df) are pooled

(one-tailed) values of t.

(U. S. ¡
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ences were slight.
much

The differences beÈween males and females were

greater on Èhe two implicit

erotic slides preferred by males;

therefore, the overall results did not confirm the predictions

mad.e

in hvpotheses 5 and 7.
The hypothesis that females woul-d be significantly

oused by the implicit

than by the explicit

more ar-

erotic sLides was also

not supported. Instead, the means were in the reverse direction.
Also not confirmed was the hvpothesd.s that females would like the implicit

Sex

more than the explicit

erotic sl-ides.

Differences in Responses to Textual Stimuli
The results for the eight hypotheses for textual stimuli are

presenÈed in Table 5.

Once

again, males responded exactly as predict-

ed. Mal-es were significantly

more aroused than femal-es by the expli-

cit erotic stories (t:10.20, p < .0005) and liked the explicit
stories significantly

erotic

more than females did (t=17 -52, p <.0005). Fur-

thermore, mal-es were significantly

more aroused by the explicit

than by

the implicit erotic selections (t=31.24, p<.0005) and liked the explicit

erotic stories significanÈIy more than they liked the implicit

erotic ones (!=5.56, p(.0005).
Woments responses

to the textual stimuli were more consistent

than they had been for the visual stimuli.
would be significantly

The hypothesis that females

more aroused than males to the implicit

erotic

stories was confirmed (t=2.98, p(.005) as was the hypothesis that
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TABLE

5

Responses of Males and Females to

Explicit

(E) and Implicit

Hypothesis
9.Ms more aroused

than Fs to explicit erotic stories
10.Ms more aroused
hw exnl'i r':i f fl1an
Ì^,, rmpJ-rcrE
i*^-ì.i^ì+
^
.oy
ero-

tic stories.
11.Ms like explicit
erotic stories
more than Fs do.
12.Ms like explicit
mnra fhan imnfj-

cit erotic
stories.
13.Fs more aroused
than Ms to impli-

cit erotic stories.

14.Fs more aroused
bw imolie'i t than
l'lv exol ici t ero-

tic stories.
l5 Fc 'lika

'imnligj!

erotic stories

more than Ms do.
l6

Fe

likc

ìmnligil

erotic stories
more than explicit ones.

(I) Textua] Erotic Stimuli
A'

gg-

Means

MS

i*=5 .9 3

z+. r3r

2l-68

-227

¿roó

È

10.197

r

(

.

!-

ooos

1-=4 .68
I

x =5.:rJ
E
x =J-5/
I

9

<.0oos

L7

.522

(.ooos

2L68

5

.559

(. ooos

24.L5I

¿LOó

¿.Ytt

Y.Z¿O

2L68

- I .OZL

|

t6 .815

2168

Í.r=6.27

Õ aìqt

2168

i( =5-:rr
M
Ç
"F =¿ la

-x =5-'--9l
"E
..r
x

=\

'l

Á Rl q

¿LOó

q nq?

''-\tt

Xu=4. 11

(

.

ooos

À,.=J . þ /
lvL

ç"T -L

11

N. S.

Í E =4.68
x_=o.
¡'

¿

x

\tl

--

.586

(.

ooos

zó -oo z

(.

ooos

7

M=5-'-"

xE =¿+-rJ

*Al-1 error terms and degrees of freedom are pooled (Kirk L968,
,

p.2I4-2I7).

"fhe proba-bil-ities are for directional

(one-tailed) values of t.
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females wouLd l-ike the implicit

erotic stories sign-ificantly

more

than males would (L=7 -59, p <.0005) . However, al-though females liked
the

imo'l ir:i J. crnl-i

explicit

c cl-nrì

qi onì f i a¡nl-l\r
aq ÐÀY¡E.|q¡¡LrJ

m^rô
rr(V!C

erotic stories (t=28.66, p (.OOOS)

not significantly

more aroused by implicit

as

than thev

Ii

kad the

predicted, they were

than by explicit

erotic

stories.

C,9

ETERTMENT 2:
SEX DIFFERENCES

IN

EROTIC FANTASY CONTENT

l4ethod
Hypotheses

The two main hypotheses were that:

I.

Mal-es

will have significantly

greater scores on explicit

erotic

fantasy content than femafes.
2.

greater scores on implicit

Females wil-1 have significantly

fantasy content than

erotic

mal-es.

For visual- stimul-i it was hvpothesized that:
3.

These sex differences in expricit

erotic fantasy content will-

vary with stimulus type so that Èhey wil-l decrease or disappear for
the male-preferred (Mp) slide.
4.

These sex differences in implicit

vary wiÈh stimulus type
thc

5.

fcma I a-nrofarro¿l

Males will

for the
6.

MP

Ma.l-es

that they will decrease or disappear for

so

lÍ'Dì
r /
\!

erotic fantasy content wil-l

slide.

score significantly

higher on explicit

fantasy content

higher on implicit

fantasv content

than for the Fp slide.

wil-I score significantly

for the FP than for the

MP

slide.
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7.

FemaLes

will score significantly

higher on implicit

fantasy con-

will- score signi-ficantly higher on exp]icit

fantasy con-

tent for the FP than for the l'{p slide.
8.

FemaLes

tent for the

MP

than for the Fp slide.

For textual stimul-i it was hypothesized that:
9.

These sex differences in explicit

vary with stimulus type
the

l4P

so

erotic fantasy content

wil_l_

that they will decrease or disappear for

selection-

10. These sex differences in implicit
vary with stimulus type

so

erotic fantasy content wiLl

that they wil-l decrease or disappear for

the FP sel-ection.
11-

Ma-Les

for the

MP

will score signifícantly

higher on explicit

fantasy content

than for the ¡,p selection.

12- Males wi]1 score significantly

higher on implicit

fantasy content

for the FP than for the Mp sel_ection.
13. Females wiLl- score significantly

higher on implicit

fantasy con-

tent for the Fp than for the Mp sel_ection.
L4. Females will- score significantly
tent for the

MP

higher on explicit

fantasy con-

than for the Fp selection.

rt was also hypothesized that the sexual- arousal and ]ikinq

7I

ratíngs obtained for the fantasies written to the stimuli will

be

higher than the arousal and tiking ratings of the stj-mul-i themselves,
the ratings which had been obtained in Experíment r, and that this
would be true for both males and. femal_es.

Finally, a]though no specific p::edictions were made, it

was

decided to include the two neutraL or nonarousíng- stimuli in the an-

alyses, thus obtaining a more complete picture.
Experimental- Design
The design was a higher-ord.er repeated measures split-plot

design (Kirk, 1968). The between subjects ind.ependent variFbl-e was
sex of subject-

The three within subjects repeated measures indepen-

dent variables were medium of stimul-us, type of stimulus and sex of
rater.

The medium of stimulus ind.ependent variabl-e was dichotomized

into visual and textual.

The type of stimul-us independent variabLe

included three l-evels, male-preferred.

(Mp)

, female-preferred

(Fp)

and neutral or nonarousing (N) (see schematic d.iagram in Figure 2).
Dependent measures were (1) Implicit

fantasy content or sexual fantasv

content scored by one male and one female psychologist-rater on the
four dimensions which comprised implicit fantasy content, (2) Explicit
fantasy content or sexual fantasy content scored by one male and one
femal-e psychologist-rater on the four d.imensions which comprised ex.i
prr_cr_E,
^-i ¡
^l

rancasy content (see Appendix H for scoring criteria),
€- -.+

and

(3)

Ratings of sexual arousal and Liking of the written sexual fantasies.
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Medium

of Stimulus

Visual

Textual
Tvpe of SËi.mulus

Male
Preferred

Female
Preferred

Neu;
Ft'âl
L!4!

Male
P;;ferred

Female

Neu-

Preferred

Sex of Rater

Sexof Sub'iect

M

F

14

F

M

F

M

q

"1I

F.
c

IIU

s,

-111

M

c

-220

Ha orlrê

Experiment 2:

/

Schematíc Representation of the Experímental Design

F

Subj egts
One hundred and

ten uale and an equal number of female under-

graduate subjecËso vzere drawn from the UniversiLy of Manitoba intro-

ductory psychology subject poo1. The mean age for Ëhe males was 18.5
and for the females r¡ras 18.4. As indicated a note on all sígn-up

booklets forewarned subjecÈs that the experimenË ínvolved "hard-core"
pornography.

Materials
Stimulus materials.

Selection criteria r,vere established in

order to select four experimental stimuli from the 24 used in Experiment
1. Two stimuli, one visual and one textual, which
men than

to

T¡/omen (MP

r.Tere

more arousing to

cr male-preferred) r¡rere also choser,., and

sËimuli, one visual and one textual v¡hích were more arousing to

two
-úiomefì

than to men (F? or female-preferred) were also chosen (see Table 6).
Stirnuli were rank ordered by arousal means separately for each sex,
then Student t-Ëests r¡rere computed on Ëhe four stimuli r¿hích best fít

the selection criteria.

These eriteria

(1) Mean arousal rating.
or over on a lO-poínt scale)
males

for the

MP

\¡Iere:

Medium

to high range (ratings of

mean aror¡sa1

ratíngs

stimuli and for females for the

\^/ere

FP

5

requíred for

stímuli.

(2) Sex differences in mean arousal raLings. Males vrere to
be higher Ëhan females in arousal raËings for the MP stímuli, and females rrere Èo be higher than males ín arousal ratings for Ëhe FP stimulí.

6Lctually 304 subjects $zere inÍtia11y dravm, buÈ only Èhose who successfully completed the entire experiment and who r^rrote fantasies to all six
stimuli were included in the analyses.
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(3) Rani<. The arousal rank of the

1"1P

stímuli had to be in the

top quarter (ranks 1 - 6) for male subjects, and the arousal rank
of the FP sÈimuli had to be in the top quarter for female subjects.
To further ensu-re sex differences, it was also stipul-ated that the

arousal ran-lcs for the opposite sex coul-d not be in the top quarter, i.e.
females had to have an arousa] rank of 7 or more for the Mp stimuli,
and males had to have an arousal rank of 7 or more for the Fp stimul-i-

(4) The mean tiking ratings had to be in the same direction
as the arousal- ratinqs.
Tabl-e 6 shows how Èhe four selected stimuli fit
T\uo

these criteria.

practice stimul-i were also selected. ltrese were sel-ected

to be nonarousing for both sexes and either medir¡n or high on liking.
Projection and timing equipment. These corresponded with the
description given in Experi_ment L.
Experimental room. The room was arranged so that subjects
coul-d be run in small- groups and sti1l

retain individual privacy.

subjects were seated along two rows of long tables.

r,arge pieces of

cardboard were used to divide the tables in such a way that subjects
were unal¡le to view each other while performing the experimental- tasks.
Experimental booklets.
numbered and cod.ed

Experimental booklets (see Appendix r),

for sex and group of subject, and pens were placed

on tables prior to sessions. Each booklet contained.: (l) a general

introduction to the experiment, (2) a deÈachable waiver,/permission form,
(3) instructions for the procedure of viewing,/read.ing the stimuli,

t)

't'alcte

b

Stimulus Sel-ection Criteria

Likinq

Arousal
Stimulus

ït

P

I-

MP-V

J.Y¿T

MP-T

+- lY

1? nÁ

nnq

Rank*

1

Ranka

L7

x

l't

6.49

4.98

n?o

FP-T

/1 tr,^

3

.63

.005

are for directional

X

F

/1 11
J.vo

2

FP-V

The probabilities
b

Yr-

I2

.l

o. zv

15

1
I

5.9¿

o. ¿Y

(one-tailed) val-ues of t.

only three of the twelve visual stimu]i had mean arousal ratings
of over 5.0 for the females, and two of these received higher arousal- ratings from the mal-es. since this stimurus was acceptable
according to the other three serection criteria, it was decided to
accept it as the FP-V stimulus, noting its borderline fit for future reference.
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and for imagining, writing and rating the sexual fantasies,

(4)

blank pages on which to write fantasies followed by two rating sca1es
for each, and (5) all textual- stimuLi.
Rating ScaLes. The scales for rating sexual- arousal- and lik-

ing for each written fantasy were identical to those scales used in
Experiment l.

Procedure

subjects were run in smaLl same-sex groups, five or fewer persons per group. To control for experimenter effects on dependenc
measures (Abramson et a1., L975¡ Milner &

Moses

, 1972, Lg74) all in-

structions were presented in written form, either on sl-id.es or in the
experimental booklet (see Appendix J for instructions),

so that the

whole procedure was run without the experimenter present and. without

auditory instructions

.

Subjects entered the room simuLtaneously and seated themseLves

at the prearranged places. A general description of the experiment
waiver forms werê nrêqênJ- :nrl 3¡ oppOrtunity to leave for thOse

an¿

Sub-

jects who thought they might find the material offensive was provided.
Three out of 304 suhiccli-e I cft

General instructions for read.inq or

viewing the experimentaL stimul-i, imagining and writing out the sexual
fantasies follovrarl

rtìhan in n¡ds¡ to famitiarize subiects with the

experimental procedure, the procedure was followed wiÈh the appropriate

practice or nonarousing stimul-us. The order of presentation of visual
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and textual stímulí was counterbalanced. If the sub'iects were view-

ing the visual stimuli first,

the two visual experimental stimuti fol-

lowed, each exposed for 30 seconds. After exposure, subjects were

instructed. via a sl-ide to imagine a sexual fantasy based on the slide
they had just seen. After one minute had elapsed, they were instructed to write out the fantasy they had just imagined. Tvo pages were
al-l-owed

for each written fantasy; the botÈom half of the second

page

contained rating scales and instructions for completing the ratings

of arousal- and liking for the written fantasy.
to write and rate each fantasy.

Six minutes were given

The time period, while set arbitrar-

ily, was arrived at by weighing several- functions, including the
5 - 10 minute time typically used for experimental fantasy production, the need to restrict

time enough to keep subjects from moving

ahead in the booklet, and. the need to include extra time for the rat-

¡\
ing procedure. The same procedure was followed for one neuÈral and two

experimental textual stimuli, except that 60 seconds were aLlowed for

reading each selection.
After alL the fantasies had been completed, subjects were instructed to pick up an Experimental- credit and feedback instruction
sheet (see Appendix G). Debriefing sessions were hel-d after the entire experiment had been run.

Àn:'lr¡q'i

q

T\^/o

separate repeated measures analyses of varianie

(-ANOVAs)

7B

were computed, one for implicit

and one for explicit

fantasy content.

rn this manner, the totaL variance for each dependent variable was
partitioned in order to obtain the error terms for the Student t-tests.
rn order to contror- for Type r erroï rate in murtiple testing,
famiì-ywise error rates (ãu*) were set, and each specific test conducted at theo(F/T level of significance, where T is the nurnlcer of statistical tests per family (Rogan & Kesel_man, IgT1.). The hypotheses for

thi.s experiment were divided into three sets (famities).

The first

family consisted of the two main hypotheses regarding overalL sex differences (hypotheses 1 & 2) on which some of the other comparisons de_
pended- since these were considered critical

hypothese=, oç'ü was set

at -10 so that the l-evel of significance for each hypothesis was .Lo/2
or -05. The second and third famiLies consisted of the six hypotheses
for the visual stimuLi (hypotheses 3 - g) and the six hypotheses for
the textual- stimuli (hypotheses 9 - 14) respectively. Thec(r* for
each of these families was set at the much more stringent l_evel_ of

.06, so that the level of significance for each t test was .06/6 or
.0I and comparahle to the Experiment i- level. The overall- rate of Tvpe
r error was(.22 for the entire set of a priori comparisons.
Finally, a third

ANovA \¡ras computed

and liking for the written fantasies.

on the ratings of arousal

Thus the resuLts from the

cwo

experiments could be compared.
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Results

Overall Differences in Sexual Fantasy Content
Both hypotheses about overall sex differences in impliciË

and

explícit fantasy content r'rere supported. Males as predicteC were significantly higher than females in explícít erotic fantasy content [flf,Zfa;=
r ^^1
4.35, p_<.03J.
In general, ments erotic fantasies, ineluded more explicit

sexual details Lhan womenrs fantasíes, details concerníng sexual action,
sexual affect, sexual reputation or characteristics,

regardless of the nature of the

sË

and body description,

j.mulus.

Females also responded as predicted.

They were significantly

higher rhan males in implicir fanrasy conrenr Þ(t,218)=5 .4:r, p1.02)

.

Thus, regardless of the naLure of the stirnulus, tnroments erotic fantasies
contained more implicít details concerning general affect, general action

or activities,

general reputation or characteristics of people, and rela-

tionshÍ-p descriptions than did menrs fantasies.
Sex Differences in Erotíc Fantasy Content to Visual Stimuli

The results for the. hypotheses about fantasy content responses to

visual stímuli are

shorn¡n

in Table 7. It was predicted that the obtained

overall sex dífferences in explicit

fantasy contenÈ would vary wíth stimu-

1us type so that for the MP slide they would decrease, and the differences
between the sexes would no longer be signifícant.

The hypothesis Iüas sup-

ported; Ëhe overall sex Cifferences in explicíË fantasy coÉËent did not
1

occur for the MP slide (F0.13, -p=.90).'
It was similarly predicted thet the obtained overall sex differences in iuplicít

fantasy contenË wculd vary with stimulus type

7*rne exceptaonaJ_ use of a two-tailed test here was due to Ëhe fact that
an argunent of no dífferences has to be nondireeËional.
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TABLE 7

Implicit and Explicj-t Sexual Fantasy Content of
Mafes and. Femal-es to

Male-Preferred (¡4P) and Female-Preferred (Fp) Visual Erotic Stimuli

Hypothesis
3. Overal-l- sex

Means

differ-

ences in explicit

fan-

tasy content will decrease for IvlP slide.
4.Overall sex differences in implicit fantasv content wiLl de.r"å=. for FP sIide.
5.Ms higher on expticit
fantasy content for
MP than for FP slide.
6

Mc

hialror

nn

imn]ì¡ì+ vr L
¿¡r¡yrf

fantasy content for
FP than for MP slide.
7.Fs higher on implicit
fantasy content for
FP than for MP slide.
8.Fs higher on explicit
fantasy content for
the MP than for FP
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AII error terms and degrees of freedom are pooled. (Kirk , Lg6g,
p.2I4-2I7).
The probabilities

P\

are for directional- (one-tailed) values of t.
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so that they would decrease for the Fp slide, but this did not occur.
The sex differences in implicit fantasy content remained significant
for the FP slide (82.97, p1.OO5).
The other two hypotheses concerning men's sexual fantasy content

in relation to stimurus type were not supported. Mares were not
significantJ-y higher on explicit fantasy content for the Mp ihan for the
FP slide (!:0.98, p>.01), nor were they significantly higher
on im_
.i
n1
€^ -!^ ^-prrcr-E
^.i + ranEasy
content for the Fp than for the Mp slide.

The results for v¡omen further suggest that they were infl-uenced.

by stimulus type for the
be significantly

MP

sl-ide. The hypothesis that females would

higher on explicit

fantasy content. for the Mp than

for the FP slide was supported (t=3.06, p(.005).
thesis that females would be significantly

However, the hypo_

higher on implicit

fantasv

content for the Fp than for the I4p slide was nor supported. (t=1.69,
p >.01).

sex Differences in Erotic Fantasy content to Textuar- stimu]i
The resu-l-Ès for the hypotheses about sexual fantasy content

responses to textual stimuri are summarized, in Tabl_e g.

As with the

visual stimuli, it was hypothesized that the obtained. overall_ sex
differences in impticit and explicit fantasy content wour-d vary in
specific v/ays according to stimul-us type. specifically,

it was hypo-

thesized that, although mares were significantry higher than fema.r-es
in explicit fantasy content in general, this difference v¡ould decrease
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T.ABIE 8

Implicit and Explicit Sexual Fantasy
of Mal-e and Females to
Male-Preferred (MP) and Femal-e-Preferred (FP) Textual Erotic Stimul-i

Hypothesis

:
,.

:

Means

9.Overall- sex differï,.=l-.49
ces in explicit fan-* - '35
xu=l
tasy content wilr d.ecrease for MP selection.
10.Overall sex differences l.-=2.29
an r_mpl.]-cl_f. ranEasy con- I .H.
_r nc
^M-¿'vJ
tent will decrease for
FP selection.
ll.Ms hígher on explicit
Í..-=1.49
fantasy content for
=-t" -'- l4P than for Fp sel-ectíon. Xrn=I']4
12.Ms higher on implicit
i--=2.06
fanrasy conrenr to, ip
;t"=;'";
than for MP sel-ection. "Mp *'-13'Fs higher on impricit
l'rr=2.29
fantasy content for FP ..Mp
than for MP sel-ection. Ç =t-'-"?^
14.Fs higher on explicit_
i*"=1.35
fantasy content for I4P r _r
ÂFp-r'v=
^Á
than for Fp selectíon.
â

h

c

Ms^a

dfa

t
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2.2OI

654 0.995

N.S.

2.183
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1'156
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All- error terms and degrees of freedom are pooled ( Kirk , Lg6g,
p.2t4-2I7).
The probabilities
p

are for d.irectional- (one-tailed) values of t.
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for the

MP

selection.

no significant

The results .qrrrinorfart rþs hypothesis; there were

differences betv¡een males and females on explicit

tasy content for the t4p sel_ection (!-1 .OO, q =.32).

It was similarlw

hypothesized that, although females were significantly
males in implicit

sel-ection (t:f

This hypothesis was supported by the lack

sex differences in implicit
.6'1

higher than

fantasy content overall, this d.ifference wou1d de-

crease for the FP selection.

of significant

fan-

fantasy content for the

Fp

, p =.10).

Further confirmation of the infruence of stimulus type

on

sexual fantasy content for textual- stimuli was obtained. As predicted.r.
males were significantly

higher on explicit

fantasy content for the

Mp

than for Lhe FP selection (!=3.42, p<.0005)r ârd were siqnificantly
higher on implicit fantasy content for the Fp than for the Mp selec-

rion

(!=4 . 64 , p 1. ooo5 ) .
Femal-es

also responded as predicted., scoring significantly

higher on implicit

fantasy content for the Fp than for the Mp sel_ec-

tion (!=8-84, p <-0005) and significantly
content for the

it4P

higher on explicit

fantasy

than for the Fp ser-ection (t=:.06, p <.005).

fore, for the textual stimuli the sexual fantasy content of both

Theremen

and women was significantJ-y influenced by stimulus type.

Ratings of Arousal and Liking to Written Sexual_ Fantasies

rt

was al-so predicted that the means for sexual arousal and

liking for the fantasies written to the four experimental- and the two

9/,

nonarousing stimuli would be higher than the arousal and l-iking

means

for these same six stimuli from Experiment 1, and that this would occur
for both sexes- comparative means are presented in Table 9. An examination of the mean d.ifferences suggests that men and women are more
aroused by their own imagination and their own fantasi-es than
by any

stimulus per se.

TAB].E 9

Means

for Sexual Arousal and Likinq to

Six Erotic Stimuli in Experiment I

and

to Fantasies lriritien to the same six stimuri in Experiment

Liking

SexuaL ArousaL
Y

,'M

X

I

Stimulus Exp
MP-V
rI.-v

1

Exp
7

.63

2

Exp

I

5.2+

Exp
6.36

4.98
? 'lq

5.19

? ?'l

5.03

MP-T

6.50

7.36

+. tY

5.64

hHq

N-T
Where:

1.
MÞ -

2

Exp

¿Y

I

1,,

M

Exp

2

Exp

1

Exp

2

5.31
o. +ö

N_V

FP-T

2

'l

^'2

6.19
1

1.72

5.Y

o.uv

6.14

¿

^/1

A 11

6. s8

'7 1ñ

?

5.66

oÃ,

.22

o. ¿J

6.87

7.42

7

/.JL

m:'la-nra€orroÁ

FP - femalã-preferred
N - neutraL or nonarousíns

V - visual
T - textual
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Discussion

Examining the resul-ts of Experiment 1, it is apparent that
currentjy
the basic responses of men to erotic stimuli are much more predictable

than those of women- on both the affect and arousar measures
men
responded exact]-y as predicted to the implicit and expricit
visual
and textual eroÈic stimuli

implicit

(see Tables 4 & 5), preferring explicit

on all counts. woments responses were more variabre.

to

The

implicit visual stimuri did nor seem to appeal to women in the wavs
predicted' women were neither significantly more aroused
by nor more
posítive towards these slides than men were. Furthermore,
not only
were

women

not more aroused by the implicit

the reverse hypothesis was significant
words'

women

the implicit
significantly
seem

were significantty

slides.

However, they did not rike the expricit

women

sl_j-des,

(!=I2.06; p(.OOOS). In other

more aroused. by the explicit

more than the implicit

to suggest that

than by the explicit

than by
srides

ones. Thus the empiricar findings

did not particularly

like the slides thev

found arousing.
The impricit

textuar stimuli did seem to appeal to

most of the ways predicted.

women

were significantly

and more positive toward.s the implicit
They also liked the implicit

women

in

more aroused by

erotic stories than

erotic stories significantly

men were.

more than

the explicit

ones, but as indicated they were not significantry more
aroused by them- rn fact, the reverse hypothesis was again
signifi-
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cant (!=7.622¡ p1.0005) indicating that

women

were signifícantly

more

.i
arnrrco¡i
lr¡¡
+ +l^-*
ì**1.:
r
q!vuÞsq
^^
vJ J-l.ra
^ stories,
^!^.-i
urrc avn'l
^.i + erotic
^-^¡.:
êXplicit
than 1-,,
by +1-^
the implicit
^.i
despite

liking them less.
These results are not particularly

surprising when reviewed

in the context of findings from mainstream erotica reseaïch. rn general-, both sexes have demonstrated a capacity to respond with relatively strong sexual arousal- to symbolic stimuli.

cultural-l-y,

have been more strongly and consistently sexually aroused than

men
\^¡omen

by a wider variety of the past sampling of erotic stimuli, most of which
has been explicit

erotica.

play an important role.

Concomitant affective responses appear to

Generally, men seemed to experience sexual

arousal in conjunction with positive affective responses when exposed
to explicit

erotic stj-muli, whereas woments affective responses tended

to be more mixed. For women, sexual arousal responses to these stimuLi
r¿ere often tinged with conscious shock or disgust or some other kind.

of negative affect.
Basically, the results for the visual erotic stimuLi fol-lowed
this pattern.

The resul-ts for the textual erotic stimuli did. noc.

They diverged from the pattern in one very significant

way. one class

of stimuli, impticit erotic stories, emerged as erotic stimul-i that
women

both liked and found arousing -- significantly

more than the men.

This is a small but clear demonstrati-on of the fact that there are classes of stimuLi that women both like and eroticize that differ

those stimuli that men l-ike and eroticize.

from

Thus, it seems possible to
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uncover a female-defined erotic d.omain which may provide new perspec_

tive on the interpretations and generalizations made from findinqs
based so1e1y on male-defined erotica.

rf this femar-e-defined erotica is "implicit" erotica, the
question of why this emerged. for the textual but not for the vj-suaL
stimul-i is important. T\øo problems with the stimuli themselves may
account for this difference.

rt is possible that the dimensions tentatively identified as comprising the impricit category are not egual_
ly relevant though they were identically

weighted. For example, nudity

per se in a visual stjmulus may make it explicit;

substituting

for

nud.e

clothed figures in otherwise identical photographs did increase erotic
valence for male subjects (Levitt & Hinesrey, 1967). ït is conceivable
that it is more diffì¡rr]+
implicit

erotic story.

fa ^-eate an implicit

erotic picture than

an

The verba] statement that two characters are

naked does not necessarily introduce as cl_ear and stark an image as

a visual presentation of a nude scene. rt may be that erotic pictures
are simply more explicit than erotic stories. The old cliche, ',one
picture is worth lrooo words," indicates how many word.s it takes to
describe one still- picture.

similarry,

present a developing process, to impry

it takes a lot of pictures ro
some

kind of progression. rt

is the latter that may prove salient in defining an implicit
women

stimulus.

have suggested that the presentation of expricit sex not onr-y

in an emotionar context but as part of a graduar process is important
to them (Steele & Walker , 1976). fhis pïocess was present in the
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textual, but not in the visual implicit
implicit

stimuli"

Tt may be, then, that

visual stimuli shouLd be short movies rather than still

slides

such as those used in this studv.
The second experiment explored sex differences in impl-icit
and explicit

forms of erotica in more detail.

The resul-ts shed. more

light on the issues of whether or not implícit erotica mav be considered female-defined. erotica, what happens to each sex when exposed to
the erotica preferred by the other, and what the implicatíons may be
for erotica research in general.
The two overall predictions that male sexual fantasies woul-d

contain more explicit

content than female sexual fantasies, and that

female sexual fantasies would contain more implicit

content than male

sexual fantasies were both supported. this finding lends some support

to the notion that implicit
domain, whereas explicit

eroti-ca represents a femal-e-defined erotic

erotica represents a male-defined erotic do-

main.

The next question addressed in the second study was whether

or not these preferences could be influenced to

some degree merely

by exposing each sex to a stimulus configr:ration representative of the
situations eroticized by the other sex. The answer seems to be a gua]ified yes. Results appeared to differ for visual and textual stimuli.
overall sex differences in explicit

fantasy content did de-

crease for the male-preferred (MP) slide, whereas overa.l-l- sex differences in implicit

fantasy content

remaj-ned.

significant for the female-

preferred (fe¡ slide (see Tab]e j). Since females but not males were
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significantly

higher on explicit

the FP slide, one possibility

fantasy content for the l4p than for

is that men includ.e explicit

a "sexua1" fantasy regard.less of stimul-us content, whereas
the content according to the stimulus situation.

content in
women

varv

This interpretatíon

might well be premature in view of the fact that the Fp sLide was the
one stimulus which did not entirely meet the selection criteria
Experiment 2 (see Table 6).

Because the sex differences in arousal

ratings were not significantly
borderline.

for

d.ifferent for this sl-ide, it was termed

This may have influenced the fantasy content responses of

both sexes.
Resul-ts for the textual erotic stimuli were more c.l-earcut;

all hlrpotheses for both men and women were supported (see Table g).
Sex differences in expli-cit fantasy content decreased for the Mp se]ec-

tion so that men no longer incl-uded significantly
than women, and sex differences in implicit

for the FP selection so that
more impÌicit

content

fantasy content decreased

no longer incl-ud.ed significantly

content than men. Furthermore- troth men and women in-

cluded significantly

more explicit

sel-ection, and significantly
the FP selection.
th:Js¡qe fha
urç .l-r¡ninr'l
LJv¿çq¿

particularly

women

more explicit

than implicit

more implicit

content for the

than explicit

Mp

content for

Taken together, these data suggest fairly

strongly

response patterns of men and women to erotica are noc

rigid and can be influenced. to move in the direction of

the pattern typifying the other sex. îhis suggests that the idea that
men and women respond

to erotica stereotypically with men responding

9l

wj-th sex alone and

women

with love (romance) alone is an oversimpli-

fication of a comp]ex response.
It should al-so be noted that some limitations were imposed
on the data used for analysis in the second study. Any subject

did not write

some

who

kind of fantasy, however brief, to every stimulus

presented was not included in the analysis.

rn other words, all con-

crusions are l-imited to those people who chose to verbaLize their
fantasies, people who could. be labeled fanÈasizers. This may represent
a selective sampling.
The length of the fantasies collected varied from one l-ine

(4 words) to 33 lines (229 words). Mean fantasy length was 10.02

lines.
length.

T\Mo

inËeresting differences emerged when looking at fantasy

The average fantasy length for women was two lines longer than

the average ments fantasy. Also, both sexes wrote longer fantasies
to the female-preferred stimuli
erotica leaves little

Pcrh¡nq

1-ha

me'lo-nroforrarr arçpfigi¿

left to the imagination and women prefer (or

have been forced by lack of access to femal-e-defined erotica) to use

their imaginations. Mann, sidman and sÈarr (197r) reported a close
relationship between the extent to which a film was viewed as favourable
and conducive to sexual fantasy and the extent to which the activity

depicted was rated as sexually arousing. In this context it is interest-

ing to note the huge leaps in arousal ratings between ratings to the
I

stimuli alone and ratings to the fantasies written to the same stimuti
(see Table 9).

It does

seem

possíble that fantasizing to any erotic
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stímulus enhances its arousa] potential.
In sum, the resuLts from these two experiments lend some support to the notion that there is a femal-e-defined erotíc domain (at
least for textual stimuli) which can be defined

and. compared

to the

results yielded from sampling the male-defined erotic d.omain. Initial
comparisons of responses to these domains, implicit

and explicit

ero-

tica, suggest that the responses of men and women to erotica can be
influenced by stimulus content to move in the direction typifying the
opposite sex as would seem to be shown today in
erature.

some

popular erotic lit-

These findings have some interesting implications for the field

of erotica research.
Some

\

of the relevant issues are both classic and contemporarv.

Since the predicted sex differences were supported for affective

and

arousal ratings to one class of erotic stimuli and emerged again in
fantasy content, the naturg sf snacifi¡ ¿lì€fara¡gss in male and female
erotic preferences may be partly cl-arífied.

An interesting facet of

this bears on the classic controversy over inal-e and femal-e differences
in sex drive.

Assuminq that sexual arousal is an indirect measu-re of sex

drive, if men and

women showed

constant differences in levels of reported

sexual- arousal regardless of the nature of the erotic stimulus, then the

sex which reports the higher arousal levels may, in fact, be more

strongly sexually motivated. If, however, the level- of reported sexual
arousal varies according to the nature of the stimulus differently
men and women, perhaps sex

for

d.ifferences in drive may more appropriately

,J

be considered a function of situational- variables and. a result of
social learning.
interpretation.

The present results. argue for the social learning

The fact that sex differences in sexual- fåntasy conÈent

altered according to erotic story type strengthens the suggestion that
the nature of the sex differences is primarily determined by situational varialcles.
Thus, because the sexual learning histories of men and women

in our society are dichotomized and particular situations seem to
differentially

be

eroticized by the sexes, the selection of stimuli desiqned

to represent these different situations becomes a prerequisite Eo an
unbiased examination of the erotic responsiveness of men and

women.

This relates to the current issue of sex bias in psychologicaL research,
particularly

when examining the ways in which sex differences in res-

ponses to erotica have typically

been treated.

For example, Griffitt(1975)

suggested that arousal responsive-

ness is related to specific sexual experiences in different wavs for

men

and wornen. He measured sexual- arousa.l- to sevén erotic themes and. found

that level of arousal was related to a$ount of experience with the activity

depicted in all seven themes for females, but was only related

Èo amount of masturbatory experience for mal-es. Mosher (1971) suggest-

ed that the l-ower levels of sexual- arousal- reported by female subjects
might be explained by the finding that women tend. to be both less sex-

ually experienced and to feel- more sexually guitty than nen.
The objection to these types of arguments is based not on ex-
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perimental logic and results, but on underrying assumptions.
The arguments assume that the domain of erotica
has been adequatery sampled.,
that men's responses are the yardstick, and that the current
research
task is to explain and interpret whatever way women have responded
that differs from men- ALthough study after study has demonstrated
that
\^/omen have consistently responded with negative
affect to the explicit
type of erotica used. as stimuli, this did not seem to lead
to the hvpothesis that there might be something in the stimuli
themselves that
triggers this response- rnstead, researchers have assumed that
there

is something inherent in femar.e subjects that triggers this
response
and have developed constructs and scales like sex-guilt
to measure whv
are l-ess sexually aroused than meni They do not tend to come
up
with analagous constructs, such as sex preoccupation, to account
for
\4/omen

why men are sexually aroused to the extent that
they can ignore the

negative aspects of the stimuli!

The amount of sexuar_ arousar ericí_

ted in men to, for example, pictures of female genitaria,
is
not viewed as an anomaly.

aonarcnl-.rrz

Thus, it is the existence of a quest to expraj-n femare responses
rather than the content of specific interpretations that
ilfustraces
a

systematic bias in the fierd.

some

researchers, in fact, tend to min_

imize the impact of sex d.ifference fíndings artogether.
For example,
sigusch et al', (1970) interpreted the d,ifference between
se]f-reports

of

physioloqical sensatj-ons and. sel-f-reports of sexual
stimuration as an
indication that v/omen were actually as sexualry excited as
men, but did
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not perceive it as such. This not

uncorrunon

interpretation of d.ifferen-

tial reporting implies that, in the attempt to give a socially-desireable response, women experience sexual arousal- but'lie-

cirher to them-

selves in th'e labeling process oï to the experimenter, whereas men experience sexual arousal and tel-l the truth, both to themselves and to
the experimenter, Again, the standard is mal_e. Logically, if social
desireability

fosters female sexual inhibition

(inhibited reporting),

it also fosters mal-e sexuar exhibition (exaggerated reporting).
would imply that men are actually as sexually tranquil as

'lìo ai+har +^ +;hemselves, by labetring anxieÈy
eJ
or
v!

some
-v¡(lç

women

This

but

qt
other affective
v L¡¡g!

"

state as sexual arousal, or to the experimenter. The latter process
would infl-ate the estimates of male sexual- arousall
A study by Jazwinski and Byrne ( 1976)

is relevant.

Their study was designed to examine the effects of prior information
a-bout the characters in an erotic movie on the emotional- and attri-

butional- responses of mal-e and femaLe subjects.

one of the dependent

variehLes was perception of desired and actual frequency of intercourse

of the couple. Female subjects rated the mal-e in the movie as wantinq
sex more often and as having stronger sexual desires than the femal-e in

the movie. The authors of the study interpreted this finding as evidence
for the existence of a sex-role stereotype of males by females.

They

pointed out that male subjects did not make these oartìer¡tar ¡r.tributions, and suggested that female subjects had thus demonstrated a tendency to "overestj:nate the arousa] of ma1es" (p. 16).

Similarly,

when
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looking at differential

attríbutions of nervousness to the stimulus

persons, male subjects saw the man and woman in the film as equally
nervous while female sub-iects "underestimated the malets nervousness"
(p.16) " Drawing the conclusion that the attributional

female subjects are wrong, i.e.

true state of affairs,

responses of

either over- or underestimating the

while the attributional

responses of mal-e sub-

jects are accurate provides an example of the assumption that

ment s

sexual- responses are yardsticks for truth.
Once

again, the evidence had only indicated differences between

men and women. The need

how femal-es differ

bias in the field.

to interpret the differences by explaini-ng

from mafes indicates the existence of a pervasive
The assumption perpetuating this bias seems to be

that the male way represents "true" reality'.
This research has offered the modest suqqestion that there is
also a femal-e way that represents female reality,

that both may be consi-

dered valid though differenL styles of erotíc responsiveness, and should be

studied as such. The evidence presented has partly supported the notion that men and women prefer dífferent Ëypes of erotica, and that
these types of erotica are "implicit"

is explicit

or female-defined erotica, which

sex presented in a context, and "explicit"

erotica, which is explicit

or male-defined

sex presented with no context.

It also sug-

gests that the traditional- divisions between men (sex maniacs) and women
(love maniacs) are oversimplified.
women

have the ability

Instead, the notion that men and

to respond in both styles has been offered.
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Obviously much more research is need.ed before these hypotheses
can be considered verified,

"implicit"

research involving different dimensicns of

erotica, more extreme themes of "explicit"

erotica, and dif-

ferent media (e.9. auditory, tactual) of presentation of both types.
To accomplish this, however, a ne$/ set of assumptions must form the basis

for generating experímental hypotheses and interpreting the results,
assumptions which accept the validity

of erotic responsiveness to a var-

iety of situations that, may not seem intuitively

"sexual" and which ac-

cept the responses of both sexes as accurate reflections of erotic
experience.
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Appendix A: Note to Subjects on Sign-Up Booklets

Note:

of the materi-al

in this experiment would probably
be considered "hard,-core" pornography by most people" you
should not sign up for the experiment if you rnighÈ be upset
Some

used

by such material"
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B: fnstructions for

Appendix

Judges

INSTRUCTIONS

Each stimulus is to be judged on each of ttre four criteria (A-D)
listed below. fn other words, examine each stimulus, then decide whether it should be categorized as x or Y for each of the four criteria
listed" Put a checkmark nexÈ to the X or Y blank for each criterion
(Affect; Background; Activity; Nudity) for each stimulus. please make
a judgrment for all the stimuli even if you feel somewhat uncertain.
Ttre criteria are specified below. The instruction sheet is not
attached, so you can place it somewhere thaÈ makes it easy to refer
back to the criteria.

CRITERTA
A"

ÐPRESSION OF AFFECT

B"

BACKGROUND SCENERY

1" Joy or affection obviously preçent either in facial ex¡lression
or implied by the context. (Y) 2" Joy or affection not obviousry present either in facial expression or context. (X)

1" Trees, woods, fields, water, natural scenery present, i.e. are
one of the important elements in the siÈuation" (y)
2" Trees, woods, fields, watêr, natural scenery not present, i.e.
are not an important element in the stiuation. (X)

TYPE OF.ACTIVITY

Note:

that is

PREDOMINANT

Always check the categorlr which covers the activity that
most elaborately detailed, even if activities in ot?rer
categories also appear-

is

I.

Activity that is not obviously sexual, e.g. dancing, running,
walking, talking, resting, looking, riding, etc. (y)
2. Activity that is considered to be a preliminary to sexual
intercourse, e-9. touching, embracingr' kissing, petting,
manual stimulation of partner. (Y)
3. Sexual intercourse in any position. (X)
4. Oral-genital sexual activity. (X)
D"

DEGREE OF NUDITY

1.
2.
3.
4.
t-

Clothed.

(Y)

Semi-clothed in
Se¡ni-clothed in

Nude.

Where

(X)

non-tiÈillating apparel.
titillating apparel. CX)

(Y)

Y=implicit and X=exp¡-cit. This was not indicated to the judges.
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Answer Sheet for Judqes
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOTLOWING INFORMATION:
SEX
¿

"

ft"

AGE

10" A" Affect

lå'rrecE

B" Background
C. AcÈivity
D" Nudity

x

B" Background
C" Activity
D" NudiÈy

2" .4. Affect

B" Background
C" Activity
D" Nudity

I

3" A. Affect

x

Y

L4"
X

Y

" A. .Affect
B. Background
C. Activity
D- Nudity

I"

A. AITECE'
B. Background

C. Activity
D. Nudity

15"

17
X

Background

C. Activity
D. Nudity

x

A. Affect
B" Background
C" Activity
D" Nudity

Y

x
v
Y
I

x

I

A" AffecÈ
B" Background
C" Activitv
D" Nudity

Y

v
Y

B" Background
C. Activity
D" Nudity

Y
Y

9. A. Affect

B.

Y

16" A- Affect

x

8. A. Affect

B. Background
C- Activity
D. Nudity

Y

x

13" A" Affect

B" Background
C" Activity
D" Nudity

x
Y
.Y

Y

B. Background
C. Activity
D. Nudity

x

Y

T

18. A. Affect.
D. Nudity

Y

x

" A. Affect

B. Background
C. Activity

Y
I

B" Background
C" Activitv
D" Nudity

5. A- Affect

6

x

L2" A" Affect
Ã,

4. .4" Affect
B. Background
C. Activity
D. Nudity
B- Background
C. ActiviW
D. Nudity

x

11" A" AffecÈ

B" Background
C" Activity
D. Nudity

B. Background
C. Activity
D. Nudity

Y

Y

-F

x
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19" A" Àffect

B. Background
C" Activity

2

29" A" Affect
B" Background
C" Activity
D" Nudity

X

D" Nudity

20" A. Affect
B" Background
C. Activitv
D. Nudity

22. A"
B"
C.
D"

X
Y

Activity

x

Y
Y

B" Background
C" ActiviÈy
D" Nudity

Nudity

23" A. Affect

x

Y

x

Y
Y

33" A" Affect

B" Background
C" Activitv
D" Nudity

B" Background
C" Activity
D" Nudity

Y

x
Y

24. A. Affect

34"

x

25'. A. Affect

27

Y

32- A" AffecÈ
x

Background

B. Background
C. Activity
D- Nudity
2-. ---. ---...; 26" A. Affect
B. Background
C. ActiviÈy
D. Nudity

f

x

31" A" Affect
B" Background
C" Activity
D" Nudity

x
x

B" Background
C" Activity
D" Nudity

Y

Affect

B" Background,
C. Activity
D. Nudity

Y

30" A" Affect
X

2L" A. Affect

B" Background
C" Activity
D" NudiÈy

X
X

x

x

A. Affect
B" Background
C" AcÈivity
D" Nudity

x
Y
Y

35" A" Affect
x
x

Y

B" Background
C" Activity
D. Nudity

r

x

Y

36" A" Affect
B-

Background

C" Activity
D. Nudity

x

" A. Affect
B. Background

x
Y

x

C. Activitlz
D. Nudity

28. A. Affect

B. Background
C. AcÈivitv
D. Nudity

x
Y

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR HELPING ME OUT:
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Appendix C: Description

Experiment

of Visual Erotíc Stimuli

I

by arms (side by side) from
a treebranch in a parklike setting" The figures are very tiny,
somewhat difficult Èo distinguish from the leaves and grasses,
i.e. seen from a fairly long distance. (implicit)

1"

Nude male and nude female swinging

2:

of male and female having intercourse. The male is on top,
and the shot taken from the rear. All that can be seen of him ls
his rear end, his testicl-es and part of his erect penis which is
inserted in her. Part of her rear end and vagina are visilcle and
her feet are crossed on top of hj-s back" A bít of the bed can be
identified. (explicit)
Closeup

3" Male and fe¡nale lying on bed, face to face, having intercourse,
both nude. The shot is taken aÈ an intemediate d,istance from
slightly above ttre two figures, and is a.sid,e view" Ttrey can be
seen from the head to the rear end. She is on her back with her
knees bent nearly up to her breasts, one hand on his side" A bit
of her face can be seen looking up at him; the expression is difficult to identify. He is propped up by his outstreatched a::ms
a-bove her, Iooking d.own. His face is in profile and. somewhat shadowed; no expression can be identified. Part of hi-s erect penis
can be seen; the rest is inside her. Ttre bed cannot be seen, but
a bit of a closed. venetian blind. and a bare wal]. is in the background. (ex¡¡licit)
4.

male and nude female lying on old-fashioned brass-1ike bed
set in a parklike outdoors setting. Ítre women's head is propped
againsÈ a pillow at the foot of the bed; ttre man's head is propped

Nud.e
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against a pilLo\,v at the head of ttre bed. She is lying straight
on her back with her legs between his; he is on hís back with
his knees slightly raised" They are playing catch with a large
blue ball, which is in the air between them" The whole background is fulI of leafy tree branches with a liÈtle bit of sky
showing through. The shot is far enough away so that all of them
and aLl of the bed can be seen fron a side view" Their expressions,
though visible, are hard to identify- (implicit; nonarousing
for Experiment 2)

5.

carrying nude female tovrards an old-fashioned brass:like
bed. The shot is taken frorn behind, far enough away so that
his whotre figure, standing on the bed, can be seen" His naked
Nude male

is in his a:ms with one hand around
his neck, one arrn around hj:n with her hand resting on his behind"
Her head is tilted to one side with long, messy hair flowíng d.own
her upper arm. Neither of their faces are visible, and her body
is hidden behind his. No genitaU-a are in the photo" Long grasses are growing alJ. around the bed; the rest of ther background is
dark sky and deeply shadowed trees- (inplicit,)

body

6"

is

seen frrom

behind.

She

intercourse on an ordinary bed
witJl purple sheets. fn the background are veneÈian blinds, lighÈ
bare waIls, and a lamp. He ib lying on his back, head between the
two pillows., hands on her thighs. She is sitting on top of him
(presumably on his penis), leaning slightly fo::ward so that her
breasts are hangíng down. Her hands are behind her, resting on his
thigh, and her head is ÈiIted slightly back. It is a side shot, encompassing a1J. of her and his body fron ttre knees to the head.
Facial features can be seen, but expressj.ons.are arnbiguous. (exNude male and nude female having

plicit)
7

.

Nude male carryj-ng nude female

in his

a::ms,

fu1l front yiew.

He
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has one arm aror¡nd her waist and one arm around her knees, and
is looking down towards her face. She is resting timply in his arms,
her head back, hair hanging down. He is holding her high, close
to his chest, so that his genitalia are visible, but slightly
shadowed," Her rear and breasts are visjl¡le, but her genital area
is hidden" His face and. features can be seen, but her face is
turned so thaË only the chin line shows. The shot is taken just
far enough away so that his body from the head to mid-calf can be
seen. All of her body is in the picture" Long grasses coyer
part of his 1egs, and the background is fiLled with leafy trees
and branches with bits of sky showing through- (implicit)
8.

of cunn-ilingus. Most of the shot is of her face. Her
hair is pushed over to one side and hanging fo:nrard, and her
mouth is enclosed over the top part of his erect penis" She is
propped up on one arm, which is partly seeni her other hand, also
only partly seen, seems to be caressing his testicles, which are
not in the picture. A U-ttle bit of the fIesh, on his stomach and.
abdomen can be seen- He has his hand on her bneast, which is
mostly hidden b1z her am. Half of her facial .features, mostly one
Iidd.ed eye and nose can be seeni the ottrer side is shadowed" There
is no -background to the scene. (&plicit; male-preferred for
Closeup

ExperimenÈ 2)
9"

lying, d.own having intercourse, f,ace to
face, \¡¡oman on top- TLre shot is taken from the side and slightIy above, showing both people from head to'nuid-ca1f" Her back,
rear and legs are fully seen. Ontry the side of his body can be
seen. They have their a-rtns around each ottrer, hers at his shoulder, his at her waist and his hands are resting on her rear. Her
head is raised and they are looking into each otherrs faces. His
profile can be seen, expression arnJciguous; only the back of her
Nude male and nude fernale
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hair and her shadowed profile are shown. Ttre bed is covered with
purple sheets. fn the background is a la:np, venetian blinds,
bare walls and an air conditioning unit. '(explicit)
10" Naked male standing at side of otd-fashioned brass-like bed, back
to camera. The left half of his torso (rear view) is visilcle from
waist to head" Both his hands are holding onto the railing aÈ the
head of the bed, ,ánd one of his legs is up as if he is about to
climb' (scramble) over the bed" Standing, facing him, a little
distance from the other side of the headboard (standing on the
ground behind ttre head railing, facing the camera) is a naked fema1e" She tis looking at him, laughing, and pushing her hair off
her face with both her hands. Although the bed railing and his
arms blank some of her, her entire body is nearly visible (though
distant.). Behj-nd her is a cluster of trees, leafy sruuner ones,
with bits of sky visible. Grass is growing under her feet, as if
she is standing in a clearing" (implicit)
11" Closeup, head and shoul-ders, of (apparently) nude male and female
embracing" Ttrey seen to be lying d.own" Her face (face up, head
on pillow) is visible, eyes closed, mouth open, expression intense.
His (face down) is hidden by hers. one of her hands is resting on
his bare shoulders, and she is wearing a wedding ring on one finger" There is no background to the shoÈ. (explicit; female-preferred for Experíment 2)
12. Nude male chasing nude female around old-fashioned brass-like bed
set in clearing in parklike area. Front view, knees to. head, of
bottr figures. She has her head turned, and,is looking over her
shoulder at him. He has slight smile on his face" (j:nplicit)
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Appendix D: Textual

Erotic Stimuli in Literary Selections Booklet

LITERARY SELECTTONS BOOKIET

L07

PRACTTCE SELECTTON A

to the

to watch her drive away. she rolled
down her car window and waved at him, and sudd.enly tlrey were waving
hard,er and ronger than peopre ever do. she was crying and pressing
her palm up at him, back and fortlr in urgent semaphore, as if to erase out of the morning air, please, all contractsr vows, agreements,
old, or new. He leaned out of Èhe window and with his signaling hand
agreed to let the night go, to reÈ her go free, because he had arr
he needed of her fixed in an afternoon.
He went

window
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PRACTICE SELECTION B

I have the recall of one inaredibly glo::ious scene of making
it on the Scottish moors, spendj-ng the whole day a.bsotutely stark
naked, not seeing a sou1, fucking in the streams and fucking in the
Just
sheep pens and fucking on the heather up on the top of the hill.
naked with the sun all day"
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I"
she waÈched hin as he moved, about the party, making hi:nself
drinks and sandwiches and talking to people- He $ras very good-rooking,
with long hair and a full beard. He seemed to have an acute aw¿ureness
that made her want Èo know everything he was thinking. He appeared shy
and vuLnerabre- she knew that if they met they would blpass all the
usual gane-playing"

r
ly

rhe first time they met this didn't happen. Tlrey sparred coyand they both knew it, but the second. time they hardly spoke at all.
Each knew to
,such a fine degree what the other was thinking that to
use words would have been ch:msy. They were both aware of the spbtle
communication lines of their faces and bodies; of the openness and guardednessi aware in dancing of the shifting' nearness and farness, advancing and receding warmth of their bodies; explosive ar¡rareness when they
touched- He brushed his finger across her nipple, watching her eyes,
intently absorbing her every rulnute reaction. she was terribly excited. He pressed her hand against him, and she could beel thaÈ he was
equally aroused. He frightened and fascinated her. (inplicit)
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¿.
He had wondered what she would

be like"

Ifhat were the sollrces

of her ambition. l{hat was under the femininity and the ladylike way
in which she carried herself. They were eating: Chinese food, and talking about everlzr.r¡*ing'but sex. At the moment when the Mozart record
ended and the Rolling stones record, began, he started, to undress her.
she fucked like a bobcat. she wouldn't take an aggressive role, but
under him she squi::ned and kíckçd" she was light and he could easily
move her around. Her cunt had smaIl lips, no obstacle to ilnmediate
entry" She wound her long legs around him and brought her narrow hips
off the floor, pressíng her cunt over his penis, inÈensely grinding
against, him.
The sex was awkwardly juxtaposed Èo their conversatj-ons about
everything else" They didn't speak about the things they said with
their bodies as ttrough afraid the words would, imply an unwanted involvement"
He fucked her in tlte ass" She had never been fucked th.ere before, but it was easl¡, although she said it hr:rt a biÈ. She was fran_
tic while he was in her and exhausted. afte:¡¡¡ards". He used the vibrator on her cliÈoris and. that was very intense for her. Later, he told
her that she could become so reraxed that he could alternately slip
into her ass and her cunt. He did and. she put her fingers deep into
her vagina to feel him. (ex¡¡licit)
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3"

night who had long blonde hair and he
could practically feel it brushing over his cock, gettinq it hard'
and then her just going down on him in Èime with the music--fantastic"
Then she stands up and. bends back a little, moving her cunt, closer and
closer to him until it¡s just brushing the típ of his cock. Slowly
and easily she moves over on iÈ until they're connected by the tip
of it, still dancing but a liÈtle slower by now. He looks around and
he sees other couples just like them, doing it right there in Ètre midd1e of the place. The music gets louder and louder, sexier and, sexier,
until finally couples start going down lower and lov¡er until the place
is filled with naked moving bodies, all touching each other as they
fuck" (explicit)
There was a chick one

1r2

A

ealled at the house to borrow some books and to
his surprise found her alone in the studío, darning an old pullover.
Ttrey had tea together and then, on a sudden impulse, took their bathing
things and drove out through the rusty slagheaps of, Mex towards the sand
beaches off Bourg El Arab, g15-Ètering in the mauve-lemon light of the
fast-fading afternoon. Here the open sea boomed,upon the carpets
of fresh sand the colour of oxidized mercury; its d,eep melodious percussion was the background to such conversation as they had" They walked anklg deep in Èhe spurge of those shallow di:npled pools' choked
here and there with sponges torn uP by the, roots and f1un9 ashore.
they passed no one on the road save a gaunt Bedoin youth carrying on
his head a wire crate fu]l of wild birds caught with lime-twigs.
Dazed quailÍtrey lay for a long time, side by side in their wet bathinq
costumes to take the last pale rays of the sun upon their skins in the
delicious eveniqg coolness. He lay with half-shut eyes while she was
up on one elbor*, shading her eyes with the palm of one hand and waÈch*
ing his face. Iihenever he was talking she had ttre habit. sF. gazj,ng
at his tips with a curious half-mocking, an almost impertinent inÈentness, as if she were waiting for him to nri-spronouncei a word" In her
hoarse tror:tjled voice she said something like "And if it should happeq
to us--what would you say?" But.before he could say anything she leaned
down and kissed him. (implicit)
One day he
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Muriel worked for a few weeks at, a temporary typing job and then
spent.most. of what she had mad.e on contact lenses, \.rithout asking"
She did not care thaÈ the lenses made her eyes water and sometimes when she took them out her lids were sore- She didn't care
that she seemed always to be getting dust and cinders in her eyes and
weeping" She did not care that once a week she dropped a lens and had
to go crawling on her hands and knees a.bout the floor, in the public
street, Iooking for the little saucer of g1ass. She did not care that
they made her sensiLive to smoke and grime. She passionately cared
that the last piece of ugly teen-age, Muriel was exiled, and that she
could see clearly. Being extremely rq¿opic she had never seen v¡ell
through her thick glasses. They disÈorted the size and shape of objects" once she began to geÈ accustomed to the lenses, she walked in
a state of wondermenÈ, staring" Since she had nolrnal'vision for the
first tj:ne, she no longer tended to walk with her head bowed, afraid
to fook up for fear she would look straight at someone she knew witltout
recognizing her. She developed a more stately wa1k" She stared at
everyone. fn the Museu¡r of Modern Art on a Saturday afternoon she
stared at Philip, nonchalantly leaning on a píece of metal sculpÈure
in Èhe courtyard, striking a match off it to light his cigarette, and
Philip stared back at, her.
Then he came right to her- 'rlrve been waiting for you all afternoonr" he said- "Why are you so late?t'
She began to laugh. "I didnft remember iL was here I was supposed to meet you. I've been looking in the \drong pIace."
"fbris isn't the right place yet. Come on." Putting his arm
around her, he led her out. It was exactly like a daydream" It was a
fantasy, so she knew just how to behave" She did not hesitate, she did
not worry that she would not know what to say" She wenÈ with him

7l-4

laughing and gazing at him, looking and looking at him while the world
changed colors. He was beautiful and that made her want to laugh and
touch him. She did not really believe he existed. InsÈ,ead a1I tlrat
energy invested in daydreaming all those years had not merely dissipated. Ttrat would be bad physics- No, her spenÈ energv had gathered
itself and created this being who appeared to be flesh and brood but
who was'realIy her condensed wanting of years- she did not doubÈ
that she would go to bed with him. She was ontry afraid ttrat he would
not ask her before she had to go home for supper or before it was time
for him to disappear and to Èurn back into an Engrish 31 ryric or a
movie

poster. (implicit)
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6"

She's very tiny and very thin, but she has very big títs.."
they are really big.."look rike they have milk inside. And he's nrbbing his prick on thern, and he has a very big erection--his prick is
so big--and he's rr:bbing his prick on her all over, betr¿een her tits
and on her titsr prêssing it inÈo her nipples, ttren over her whole
body. And he's putting his hand on her ass--his prick is inside her
ass and he's rockíng her, and shers not aoing very much. shers very,
very passive, and he fucks her from behind, and hers very brutal,
very hard, and then he licks her cunt and she¡s wrapping her breasts
around his big erection. They lie there together and he,s rubbing his
prick on her back, very sensuar. Then he goes down on her cunt and,
she licks his prick, sucking it hard, and he pulls her hair, br:ries
her head inside his legs and goes inÈo her, biting her tj-ts, and'he
goes into her hard, and goes faster and faster. They rea1ly hit it and
he's kneading her tits and then he comes,...and he sc::eams.. (explicit)
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7"

she stood on the verandah. The mist had thinned to show a
faint diffused cold light from a half-obscured sky. He \das stnading a
few paces off looking at her. And suddenly all ttre intoxication and
the anger and misery rose in her like a bomb,bursting and, she didn¡t
care about anything except being with hin" she ran d.own to him and he
caught her hand and without a word thef both ran, wittrout knowing
where they were runni-ng or why. They ran along the main road east,

slipping and stumbling on the weÈ puddling tarmac, and swerved off onto
a rough grass track that led somewhere, but tl:ey,didnrt know where.
They ran along it,, through sandy puddles they never saw, through the
faint mist ttrat had come d,own again- Dark wet trees loomed up on eíther sider and fe1l behind and they ran on- Tlreir breath went, and
they stunlcled off the track into the verd. rË was covered, wiÈh a row
invisible leafy growth. They ran a few paces and fell side by side in
each otherrs arms in the weÈ leaves while the rain fell slowly d,own,
and over them low dark clouds sped across the sky, and tlre moon gleamed
out and went,, struggring with the dark, so that they were in the dark
again- They began to trernlcre so hard that they laughed; their teeth
were cLattering togettrer. she was wea:ring a thin crepe dance dress
and nothing e1se. He took of,f hís un:i-form jacket and put it round.
her, and they lay down again- Their flesh together was hot, and. everything else was wet and cold- He, maintaining his poise even now, remarked: 'rrve never done, this before" darling. .rsn't it clever of me
to choose an orperienced woman like you?,' !,thich made her laugh again.
They were neith.er of them at all clever, th.ey were too happy. Hours
later the ltght grew clear above them and ttre distant sound, of Johnnie's
piano at the hotel stopped, and looking up, they saw the clouds had
swept away and the stars were out. ('.-Implicit)
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8"

Her own orgasm was. only moments away" She¡d welcome it" Sherd
her teeth and bear down and squeeze the jrrice out of Èhe shaft

grit,
that filled her so full"
"M[ìrnm."".out it comes, baby"" He wittrdrew hís penis"
"Nol Please, pleasel Don't take it outl"
"Gotta give it a second to catch its breath""
"oh no.""put him in"..put him back inl" she panted"
"Yeah-h-h" .back in. . .mnunm-. .wam anr tight" "
ttOooo-o-o..whe!,I-w-r,f .." There vrere no words to express tlte
sensation
rrArt! out again" .tt
"
Damn you, Geoffl
"In-in-in-in"
"Okay. In again. " "swoosh:..."
(explicit)

IN:1r she raged"
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9"

During the skiing scene in the movie, Bill ventured to put his

for the first time tlrat evening" He put his hand on
her breast and she didn't stop hJ-nr. He started to slide his hand down
her stomach. knowing it would gio.between her legs, down to her sex
which was hidden, and found that she was enjoying it as much as he was.
He could hardly believe it was happening.
His hand was under her cloÈhes, pinned in and cramped.' She
simply reached over and unzipped his fly, and they all Èook their clothes
off.
Elaine reacted intensely to his hand, and he stroked her with
it and then with his tongue for a long time, thinking she might come.
Billrs wife Carotr was watching ttrem and fondling his genitals. Realizing what she would like in the situation Carol whispered., t'Just fuck
her"" Bill did" He fucked Elaine and he fucked Carol and made love
to both of them for hours. (expticit)
a-rm

around Elaine

TL9

t0"

out of the car. walked to the edge of the bank,
stood there looking down at the dark river, at the cliffs whj-te in moonIight" Then she turned, slowIy pushed her hair off her face, and
snriled" And he was profoundly moved" It. was a little thing, a quick
turn of her body, the slow pushing of hair from her face, her snr:lle"
But he knew that, she had never seen a river j-n moonlight before" " "that
somehow he had conferred a great favor. She took his hand and rubbed
it againsÈ her lips, then left him and walked a few steps away, and
stood with her back to him, looking at the river- The wind was blowing
enough to srr¡eep her dress against her body and to push her hair away
from her forehead" And she seemed a sweet lovely thing to him there in
She slipped

the moonlight."

to her quickly and pulled her to him, deeply touched.
He slipped his hand back of her head as he held her, now kissed her face
again and again and again. After a tj-me she turned away, took his hand,
held it tightly, suddenly" And when he pulled her around he saw that
He moved

her chin was shaking: and there were tears on her face"
She s¡niled quickly, wiped her eyes. Then thelr sat on the sand
and neither tried to talk. Neither liked talking much. After a while
he drew her to him, and they were laughing together for the sand. was
scraÈchy as'the very devil. And everything seemed right. and good as

it had always been- (implicit)
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11"

the girl who had been massaging him,
his hands buried in her hair. !{i-ttr a sudden movement he jerked her head
fon¡ard and impaled it on hi-s massive fleshy prick" The corners of his
mouth turned up in a wicked grin. as he shoved her head roughly back
and forth, flexing the muscles of his buttocks and thrusting his tool
deeper and deeper into her mouth. At first, she appeared frightened
by ttre visciousness of the act, then her arms came up,and twined around
his legs.'She was enjoying it as much as he was.
The youth was straining--sesry muscle in his body stood in ripThe youth was standing over

pling relief as he built towards his climax- Ttre girl between his legs
was beside herself. Her bottom wriggled excitedly each Èi-me tlre shaft
buried itself in her mouth" she wanted to swallow every inch of it,
to strangle herself on iÈ. Her head moved faster back and forth; one
of her hands reached up and squeezed the youth's scrotum, pumping it as
if she thought she could force the sperm out of the rigid spout by the
pressure of her hand on the swollen bag. (explicit)
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"Yourre honest" I like you because younre honest"'o
Roger felt ttre barrier between them crr¡mble " He looked

and,

noted the slight slackness in her lips and mo.ist eçression in her eyes
"
Checking his suspicions., Roger.touched her face"
Josie moaned softly" she closed her eyel" rightly, ever so
lightly, she moved her face back and forttr against his hand, then tr¡rned.
and kissed his palm"
"You are nice..t, she said.
Roger stepped closer" He leaned

to her mouth. Josie turned
his lips 1i9ht1y back and. forth

her head but Roger chased her, touched
across her mouth"
Josie moved back against, the rock- she strugg:l.ed and kept moving her mouth away. Roger kept afterher and, soon the brushings of his
lips on hers became moist and warm; Josie whimpered and, turned. she
pulled back her head and stared at his mouth. An enpty needful expres*
sion firled her eyes. she ttrrew her hands up. she cupped the back of
his head, leaned up, and plunged her 1ips" (implicit)
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Appendix

E: fnstruction Slides for Experiment

1

1.

Please be seated-

¿-

Note the two book1ets on your desk. The one entitled "Experimental Booklet" contains instruction and answer sheets and will be
used right away. Ihe booklet entitled'rLiterary Selections'0
will be used lat,er"
Please read Instruction Sheet 1: "General Sumrary
Raise your hand when you have fínished.

4"

of

Experimenttr.

to be viewing a series, of sl.i,des" You are to look
at each slide carefully" then answer two questions about it" The
You are going

questions are:

sexually arousing do you find. this slide"
How much do you like this slide"

1) How
2)

will be marking your answers on scales id.entical to the practice ones on the .next page of your ExSlerimental Booklet"
Go on to the next pager it, is headed "l\¿o practice Slides and
You

Answer Scalestt.
OR

are going'to be reading a. series of brief literary selections,
which are in ttre booklet entitled "literary Selections* on your
desk" You are to read each selection carefully then answer t:wo
You

questions about it.
't\

How

sexually arousing do you find this selection"

2) How much

You

The questions are:

do you

like this se.lection.

will be marking your

answers on scales

identical to the prac-
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tice

ones on the next page of your Experimental Booklet"

Go on

to the next page; it is

Answer Scalestt

5"

headed "Two Practice Selections and

"

Iook at the answer scalès carefully" In tne left hand. column ís
the scale for the guestion "How sexaully arousing do you find
this slide"" As you can see, th.e answers range from"""

all sexually arousíng (it turns me off) " to
"Very sexually arousing (it turns me. on)'u

'rNot at,

are to circle tfie answer that is closest to your own feelings
about this slide.
In the right hand cclumn is the scale for the question 'rHow much
do you like this slide". These ans\{ers range from"."
You

"DisliJ<e it very much (it .disgusts me)r¡ to
"Like very much (iÈ pleases me) "

Again, you
sents your

to circle the answer that most accuraÈely reprefeelings a.bout this slide"

OR

at the answer ssales carefully. fn: the left hand, cohmn is
Èhe scaf,e for the question "How sexually arousing do you find this
selection"" As you can see, the answers range from-..
Look

'rNot at all sexually arousing (it turns me off)'r
"Very sexually arousing (it turns me on) "

to

are to circle ttre answer that is closest to. your own feelings
about thiè selection.
In the right hand column is ttre scale for ttre question "How much

You

do you

like this selection'!.

These answers range

"Dislike very much (it disgusts

me) "

fron...

to
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'ul.ike very much

(it pleases me) "

Again, you are to circle the answer that most accurately repre:
sents yolrr own feelings about this selection.
6"

fa¡riliarize you with the proced,ure to be forlowed throughout the experiment, you will be shown hro practice slides. Each
slide will be presented, for a fixed period of time. Just look
at it during this time" A brief intervar wittr no sride wirl for.low; Ltrat is when you are to mark your answeïs on the appropriate
To help

scale"
OR

To help fami liar:ize you

with the proced.ure to be followed through_
,out the experiment, you will read two practice selections.
A buzzer will be used to direct you exactly when to begin reading and when to stop read,ing each serection- when it sound.s the
first time, it means you are to begin readång the first practice
selection" V'lhen it buzzes ttre second, ¿imêr you are to stop read_
ing and to mark your ans$rers on the appropriaÈe scar-es. rhen
wa-it, for the next buzzer-signal to begÍn reading the next
selection.
.?

practice slides will now be shown. Mark youï answers on tlre
scaLes on this page - "T\¡ro practice and Answer scales,,.
The

OR

will

practice selections. Mark your ansv¡ers
the scale on tlris page - "T1úo Practice Selections and Answer
You

now read the

Scales tt .

Literary selections Booklet to "practice serection
on the first page.
open the

A',
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8"

l\øo Practice Slides
OR

llnro
o

Practice Selections

Tfie experimental slides will now be shown. Go'on to the next
page in your Iþq)erimental Booklet, the page marked "Answer Sheet
for Slides'n. Please follow the nr:mbers carefully so that you do

not skip one accidentally.
Raise-your hand to indicate that you are ready to begin"
OR

ttre enperímental selections will now be read. Turn to the next
page in your Literary Selections Booklet for selection #1" co on
to the next page in your Experimental Booklet, the page marked
"Answer Sheet for Literary Selections". Please follow the buzzersignals and the numbers very carefully so that you do not skip
one accidentally.
Raise your hand to indicaÈe that you are ready to begin"

10- Experimental Slides
OR

Erçrerìmental Selections

11. At the bottom of your rfAnswer Sheet for Slides" are spaces for you
to indicate your sex and. age" Please fill those in now if you have
not yet done so.
OR

I¿O

At the bottom of your '.Arxswer sheet for Literary serections,,
are
spaces for you to indicate your sex and your age. prease
fill
those in now if you have not yet done so.
12"

will now be answering the same two questions for a series of
literary selections, which'are in the booklet entitled, ,,titerary
selecti-ons' on your desk . A buzzer will be used to d.irect you
exactry when to begin readíng and, when to stop read,ing each
selec_
tion" vrtren it sounds the first ti.me, it means that you are to
begin reading ttre first practice selecÈion. lrlhen it buzzes
the
second time, you aïe to stöp reading and, to mark your
answe'.s on
the appropriate scales. Trren wait for the next buzzer-signal
to
You

begin reading the next selection.
OR

wilr
slidesYou

now be answering

the

questions for a series of
Each slide wi[ be presented for a fixed period of
ti:ne.
Just look at it dr-rring Èhis ti¡ne. A brief interval with no
sLide
will folrow; ttrat is when you are to mark your answeïs on the ap_
, propriate scales.
sa¡ue thro

13. the exþeriment is now over. please reave your booklet
on your
desk" rnstrucËions regaïdingr feedback and experirnental
credit
are on. the table near the d.oor.
Thank you for your coopération.
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Appendíx

F: E:rperimental Booklet for Experiment I

EXPERIMENTAL BOOIC^ET

t2B

INSTRUCTION SHEET #1

GENER.LL SUMMARY OF EXPERTMEMT

This experiment will involve víewing erotic pictures and reading erotic stories" You will be asked to record your reactions to
them as frankly as possible, but you will not be required to identífy
yourself by name on your ansrÁrer sheets" Tn other words, your privacy
will be guaranteed by the fact that all your responses will remain anonymousi no one will know what you, personally, said"
If, in spite of these precautions, you feel that the pictures,
the stories, or the questions might be offensive to you, please feel
free to leave- It, would probably be best if you do so now, before the
experiment actua1l1i.begins. If you decide to participate, it is hoped
thaÈ you will remain for the entire experiment.
Ttrere is a waiver form clipped to tåis sheet" Please detach it,
read it carefully, then sign iÈ.
Please raise your hand to indicate that you have read the instructions, signed the waiver, and decided to participate"
STOP

IVAIT FOR FURTEIER INSTRUCTTONS

r29

UNI\rERSITY OF MANITOBA PSYCHOI.OGY DEPART!{ENT WATVER

The undersigned has agreed to participate in tt¡is experiment
voluntarily and is aware that she,/he will be exposed to stimulus mat'erial that has been classified as obscene and/or pornographic by ttre

courts of Manitoba" The undersigned waives all rights" claims, cause
or causes of action againsÈ the experj:nenter in this study, the supervising professor, the Department of psychologry, the university of Manitoba, and the Governnent of ManiÈoba.
Signed
Date
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TWO PRJ\CTICE

SLIDES & ANSWER SCAI.ES

slide will be presented for a fíxed period of time"
Just look at it during this time"
Círcle the answer that is closest to your own feelings
al¡out each slide"
Be sure to circle 2 answers for each slide-

INSTRUCTIONS: Each

SCALE GUIDE

sexually arousing do
you find tlris slide?

How
Ndf

if ILL

ftRærrrt1

(rrrut*l

i olel..fiCLt Slr¡rrt¡.{

,p,ry"ouiîó

L
,rä?üi,ïì¡o -t-

How much

do you

like Ètris slide?

¡--.¡¡t D_rsurí
or5lrfÉ ots'r*í
^.-..ø.
1 f(t1.1rq¡
fiêôit) trflrltúet
floúsl¡rrð&l s¿r&rny

r+

@
Þ,,rlltft
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x---x---x---x---x---x---x---x---x---x
x---x---x---x---x---x---x---x---x---x
|
I
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I
|

'",.Ëîå"¡

,
*-

iäf,:L T.ïîiã
nH*""

'o''i'ur*

,
,*

'

¡

ÅlfÍ^t ntrJ!",,*y ,lifr*r

Practice Slide A:
üor

væt tß0ü¡rdår¡.,6g:
uf,Éy

¡flô¡o¡dô
,l¡r

X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X--X---X
Practice Slide
!ro1

Ltll€.víÊ,y

X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X
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w*l I þ!&t6

..1
"€$¡rd6
K---X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X
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v€ßt

X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X

STOP

!'IAIT FOR FURTHER

INSTRUCTTONS
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,

AI.TSWER SHEET

FOR SLTDES

slide will be presented for a fixed period of tjme"
Just look at it during this Èime"
Circle the answer Èhat is closest to your own feelings
about each slide"
Be sure to circle 2 answers for each sU-de"

INSTRUCTIONS: Each

SC.A¡E GUIÐE

How

sexually arousing do
vou find this slide?

How much

do vou

like this slide?
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- WAIT FOR FURTHER

INSTRUCTIONS
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vítat

TlfO PRACTICE SELECTIONS & AI{SWER SCÃLES
TNSTRUCTTONS:

fhe buzzer will direct you when Èo begin reading and, when
to stop reading each selection"
L buzz - begin reading
2 buzzes - stop reading
circle the answer that is closest to your own feerings

ahout each selection.
Be sure to circle 2 answers for each selecÈion.
SCAIE GUIÐE
How

sexually arousing do you

do you like this
selection?

How much

find this selection?
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STOP

rüAIT FOR FURTTIER INSTRUCTIONS
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ANSVSER SHEET

INSÎRUCTIONS:

FOR LTTIERARY SELECTTONS

will direct you when to begin reading and when
to stop reading each selection
L buzz - beqin reading
2 buzzes - stop reading
Circle the answer that is closest to your own feelings
The buzzer

about each selectíon"
Be sure to circle 2 answers

for

each selection"

SCALE GUIDE

How

do you like this
selection?

sexually arousing do you

How much

find this selection?
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WATT FOR FURTIIER TNSTRUCTIONS
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Appendix G: Experimentatr CrediÈ and Feedback Instructions

Experimental Credit
Your experimental credit receipt is tacked up to the Credit Receipt
Board near this chair" Please be sure to take the one with your
name on it.
Feedback

of this experiment (ISHTAR)
&
will be available Friday, Janua:rj 7, L977 in this room, 504D Duff
Roblin. Feedback sessions will be held every hour all day long.
Morning sessions will be axó,10 and 11 o'clock, and afternoon sessions at 1, 2, 3 and 4 o'clock.
Feedback about ttre design and purpose

Íhank you very much for your cooperation"

t D"t"= differed for

each experi:uent.
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hppendix H: Scoring Manua1 for Sexual Fantasy Content

r"

Implicit Fantasy

Content"

Scoring procedures- Implicit fantasy content is to be scored by
the presence (1) or absence (O) of each of the four elements
which comprise implicit content. These are: (1) General or
nonsexual affect (1 or 0); (2) Descríption or story of relationship and events within it 11 or 0), (3) Ðescription of situation or setting (1 or 0), and; (4) Description of general nonsexual characteristj-cs of participants (1 or 0).
A detailed descriptíon with examples of each of the elements
comprising implicit fantasy content follows" Ttris is to be used
as a scoring guid,e,

1" General nonsexual affect either between participants or on
the part of one of the participants/characters in the fantasy"
Ttris includes bottr positive and negative affect as long as it is
general and. not specifically sexual.
Examples: Positive

affect

Iove" loving; -care., caring, respect, affection, admiration,
tenderness, consid.erateness, union with other, aÈ one, unity, closeness, togetherness, wanting to give pleasure/out of love, wantingr

to fulfill

their love, joy, spiritual union
Negative affect

did not, 1ike, did noÈ care for, did not love, did not respect, showed no respect, did not admire, hated, loathed, despised,
scorned, was not tender, v¡as not fond of, was inconsiderate, was
not in love so did not attend to others .wishes, hated other for
being crud,e,/nasty, did not feel loved, close, felt very separate
or alone, felt no qpiritual bond

IJO

L

2" Description or story of the relationship between the partici:
pant(s) in the fanÈasy" In gieneral , ttris means any aspect of the
relationship or any event, or series of events in the relaÈionship
which lead up to or explain the sexual encounter, e"g" how they
met, how long they?Ve known each other, how they got into the current, situation, tlpe and seriousness of involvenent:r nature of ief,ationshipr ãny preliruinary caressing or touching that, does not include sexual íntercirúrse.
Examples:

--rhey had been going together for five years, ever since she started highschool.
--They had just gotten engaged"
--Íhey were husband and wife.
--She \^ras a prostituÈe (whore, masseuse

in

massage

parlor, cal1

gir1, hooker) and he was a busínessman (inexperienced'boy, lawyer,
drunkard, pi¡rp, fat dirty old man etc") " Ttreírs was a business
arrangement.

--They had met three weeks ago at a party (dance, social, movie,
discoteque, on a boat, on the beach etc") "
--She is a married woman" Her husband is away and her lover arríves
on the scene.
--They were only acquaintences, but they decíded to go off together despite not knowing each other for long"
--He kissed her genÈly, ttren hugged her"
--She had known him throughout her childhood, had passed many
hours with hi¡n playing tag, hide 'n' go seek, even doctor. He was,
in fact, her cousin.
--she was verl¿ drur¡k and knew she was maki-ng decisions she might
not make othe::'l¡ise. !{hen he invited her to his apartment, she accepted.

--He was a rich businessman and she was his secretary. He had asked her to his place on ttre weekend to help him with some urgent
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corTesponoence.

--They spent a long tjme, hours and hours, just walkíng and talking before he even kissed her.
--Tt¡ey sat, side by side on the beach together" No words seemed
necessary" Ttrey felt very close to each other and that was enough"

--She had not expected this when she'd agreed to go with him" He
was forcing her, physically pushing her into doing things she did
noÈ want to do.
--He had picked her up hitchhiking and. they talked easily.
--She ran her fingers through his hair, hoping to console him,
then kissed him all over his face and chest"

3" Ðescription of situation or setting in which the participant(s)
are meeting, i"e" description of p1ace, scenery, atmospherer- room,
particular objects etc"
Þ<amples:

--It

was a warm balmy night"

--The trees blew in the gentle breeze.
--Íhe grasses were long and soft" We lay on ttrem and-felt their
su$mer moi-stness

-

--Íle listened to ttre calm rythmic sounds of ttre lvaves lapping onto
the shore.
--Ttre beach was deserted and dark.. Not a soul was near.
--Ttre stars were bright and close, ttre moon guarter fu1l.
--Íhe party was stifling hot and the outside air a cool, refreshing contrast.
--He mixed her a drink at the high wooden cocktail bar in his placeThe 1i9ht behind the bar made hís shadow fall long across the room"
--lÍLrere !ìras a fluffy deep green sofa in the niddJ.e of the room
with little multicolored pillows strewn across iÈ.
::T* 1l9l!: w.¡Ie 1?w- rhe music was soft and romantic'
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--The bed was lumpy and uncomfortable. It fít the shabby little
motel room we1l" She laid down and noticed plaster cracking and
curling above her and it made her feel cheap and shoddy"
--Her hair shone in the moonlighÈ, glinting golds and reds ínto

the darkness"

4" Description of general nonsexual characterisÈics of the partícipant(s) such as intelligence, wit, general beauty, presÈige etc.
Examples:

--He r.ras a successful lavq¿er, rich., generous, well known in ttre comnunity"
--He was the most handsome man she had ever seen. His hair was
dark and wêÐf, his eyes deep, deep blue.
--He was a movie star. Every woman wanted his attention and he
had picked her.
--He cracked joke after joke" Ttre people around him were always
in stiÈches.
--He was captain of the football team and very stupid--He was dressed in old. blue jeans and a faded workshirt and
looked liJ<e a very unassuming person.
--He was the kindest person she had ever known" His nature \das

soft, gentle

and giving.

--He seemed tough, but she knew it was only a front, that he would.
drop it when ttrey knew each other better".
--He was quick and perceptive, could pick up what other people
were saying before they knew it ttremselves--He was shrewd and would make a lot of monev in business someday.

--She knew she could depend on hilr, that he would have her best
iàterests in ulnd. and would make a good reliable husband,.
--He was nasty and. violent, a side of him she had never noticed.
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--He moved with assurance vÍbrating in every stríde"
--She was beautiful wíth long blonde hair, huge green eyes, long
eyelashes, all so perfectly formed ttrat she shone even without
makeup"

--She wore a long red dress and was the prettiest girl aÈ the party"
No one could take their eyes off her"
--She \¡ras so warm and. s$reeÈ, a good listener" He knew he could
ta.Lk to her about anyttring.
--She was a sensitive, perceptive person, in tune wittr hirn right
from the start,"
--She \^ras an independent woman and ttrat attracted him"
--She was bright and articulate, the life of the party.
--She seemed mean and hard; at tj:nes he felt hi¡rself wanting to
put her in her place.

II.

E:rplicit Fantasy

Content.

Scoring procedure- Explj-cit fantasy content is to be scored by
the presence (1) or. absence (0) of each of the four elements which
corprise it. fh,ese are: (1) Physical characteristics of the body
(1 or 0); (2) Graphic description of sexual action (1 or 0); (3)
Sexual affect (1 or 0), and; (4) Sexual characteristics of participant(s) (1 or 0)..
A detailed description with examples of each of the elements
corrprising explicit fantasy content follows- Ttris is to be used
as a scoring giuide.

1. Physical characteristícs of the bodies of ttre participants,
e.g. size and shape of breasts, genitals etc" This means descriptions of the bodies in relatively graphic sexual terms, not general allusions to beauty or facial descriptions"
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Examples:

--Her nipples were large and pointed, a bror,snish red in color..
--His cock was the biggest she had ever seen.
--She had breasts the size of water:nelons.
--The triangle of her pussy looked warm and inviting"
--His ass vras hígh and tight. and round.
--He had masses of hair curling over his chest, which narrowed
into a line running down his belly to his prrbic hair"
--She had the body of a Pl-aymate, huge títs, narrow waist, wide,
fu1l hips.
--His body was that of an athlete, wide shoul.ders, s1j-m hips,

like

þemhs¡ss, muscles rippling all over.
--Her skin was smooth and creamy; the insides of her thighs
like baby skin.
arms

felt

--He had a long scar ru.nning across his belly; she found it ra-

ttrer

sexy"

--She was slightly faÈ, and had the most attractive dimples on

her ass-

2" Graphic description of sexua] action- This neans any blatant d,escription of activities such as sexual intercorrrse, oralgenital sex, caressing of erogenous.areas, erection, h:brication,
position, Èechnique" Ttris does Nor incrude euphemistic references
which are not detailed I but are esential-ly glossed over) , e"çJ.
made love, went to bed, had relations.
Exanples:

--He went down on her.
--Ife--licked her nipples until they were erect and pointed.
--She could feel his fingers rr:bbing her c1it, gently at first"
--She was all moíst and wet from excitement. He entered her eas-

ilv.
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--He slipped his hard prick into her quickly"
--They fucked passionately, first with him tying on top of her,
Èhen with her sitting on him.
--He pulled her pussy over his face"
--She came quickly, moaning and groaning and writhing for what
seemed like a long time"
--She tongn:ed his cock all over, then nibbled at it with her teeth"
--She squeezed his ba1Is hard"
--She massaged his prick with one hand' squeezed his rocks with
Èhe other.
--He spurted his love juices all over her face and neck.
--She liked. the. way his come tasted, all salty and thick.
--She played wittr his li:np cock until iÈ was long and hard.
--He stuck his cock under her arlns' between her breasts, into her
ass, between her Èhighs, then finally into her cunt, deep and vio-

lent.
3" Sexual affect or any description specifically sexual
whether positive or nesative.

emotions,

Þramples: Positive sexual affect
hoÈ, passionate, oversexed, excited, aroused, Èurned on, ready
for anything, eager for sex, a willing fuckn trembling with excitementr. passÍon coursing through her bodyr. on fire, hot to trot,
br:rning wiÈh desire, wanting or desiring other, in heat, longing

for hi¡r to enter her, Ionging to stick it in' craving to taste
other, obsessed, curíous what otl¡er líke as lover, thinking of
thing but fucking other, terribly attracted
Negatíve sexual

no-

affect

not aroused, turned offr not excited, not wanting or desiring
other, feeling a curious lack of passion, cold and mechanical,
not aÈtracted at all, without desire' stíff and rigid as a board,
nauseated by the taste of other, tense, friqid
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4" Description of sexuar characteristics of participants such
as sexual reputation, sexual abiliÈy, sexual attractiveness etc.
--She had the reputation of being an easy 1ay.
--He would fuck anyone who would have hj:n"
--He was the type of man who put notches on his bedpost.
--She lvas a bitch; she liked to cohquer men in bed, then drop
them"

--He was afraid she was a cockteaser.
--He knew she was naive sexually, that he would have to teach
her how to touch his cock,. how to relax when making love.
--He acted like he'd never had a woman before.
--she was terrific in bed. she knew exactly what to do to prease
him, tease him, excite him.
--He \¡¡as the most consideraÈe lover she'd ever had. He would
spend hours gently caressing her until she was more than ready

for

him"

--She \¡ras one of ttrose extraord.inarily sexy women; she simply
oozed sex appeal in her every pore.
--He \dore his shirt unbuttoned to his navel; he knew he looked.
sexy that way"
--He was one of those forty-yean oId has-beens with high heeled
boots and tight, too tight,, jeans; he looked like he couldn't
keep it up for fíve seconds at a stretch.
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f: Experimental Booklet for Experiment

2

EXPERTMEIüTA.T, BOOKLET

145

INSTRUCTTON S¡TEET #1

GENERAL ST]MMARY OF Ð(PERTMENT

ttrj-s e:çeriment will involve: (1) the use of erotic stjmulus
materíals (2) the use of your imaginaLion in relation to the materíal,
and (3) some objectíve questions abouÈ yonr sexual orperience and, attitudes" fn order to protect your privacy, you will not be required
to put your name on any of your ansvrer sheets. In other words, your
privacy will be guaranteed by the fact thaÈ all your responses will
remain anonlzmousi no one ;wi]l know what you, personally, said"
If, in spiÈe of these precautions, you feel ttrat the stimu,lus
material or the questions might be offensÍve to you, please feel free
to leave" It would probably be best if you do, so now, before the experiment aåtually begins. If you decide to participate, it is hoped
that you will remain for the entire experiment.
There is a waiver fo::m clipped to this sheet- please detach
j"t, read it carefully, then sign it (it will be kepÈ separately frorn
your ansvrer sheets) "
Please raise you:r hand to indicate that you have read the
strucLions, signed ttre waiver, and decided- to partÍcipate.

in*

STOP

WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
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UNÏ\TERSITY OF MANTTOBA PSYCHOLOGY DEPAR1S4ENT !ìTAIVER

to participate in thís experiment voluntarily
and is aware that he/she.wiIl be exposed to stj-mulus material that may
be classified as obscene or pornographic" The undersigned also gives
pernrission to the experimenter to pr:brish any material produced for
this experiment as long as his/her identity ramains anonf¡rtrous" Ttre undersigned waives all rights, clai:ns, cause or causes of action against
the experimenter in this study, the supervising professor, the Ðepartment of Psychology, the university òf Manitoba, and the Government of
The undersigned has agreed

Manitoba"
STGNEÐ

ÐATE
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INSTRUCTTON SIIEET #2

to view three slides. Each one will be presented
for a fixed period of time,. just look at it during this time. After
a slide has been shown, you will be asked to have a fantasy about it,
then to write the fantasy down. This means writing,a description of
any of the following, which may occur in either vaglte or detailed. form:
(1) visual images of any nature
(2) an incident of story of any kind
(3) any feelings or sensations experienced in tùe fantasy
(4) any thoughts experienced in the fantasy
You ane going

slides will instruct you when to begin i'nagining and when to
bé9in and stop writing your fantasy. Thus, every step in the proce_ _99l._yri11 be clear to you as you go along.
Rais.e your hand to indicate that you have und,erstood the instrucËions and are ready for the first slide.

I4B

STIÐE

#lc

SEXUAÍ, FANTASY

Please write the sexual fantasy you have just imagj.ned" space is provided below and on the following pagei use as much as you need.

GO ON TO NEXT PAGE

1

/,O

SLIDE #1; SEXUAT FANTASY (continued)

the following two questions about the sexual fantasy you
have just written" Use the scales provided below" Circle ttre X which
is closest to your own feelíngs about your fantasy.
Now ariswer

1"

How

sexually arousing do you find your fantasy?
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STOP

VüAÏT FOR FTJRTIIER INSTRUCTTONS
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SLTDE

#2:

SEXUAT FAI{TASY

Please write the sexual fantasy you have just i:nagined" space is provided below and on ttre following page; use as much as you need.

GO ON TO NEXT PAGE
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SLIDE

#2;

SEXUAI FAMASY (continued)

the following two questions about the sexual. fantasy you
have just w::itten. Circle the X which is closest to your own feelings
Now answer

about your fantasy"

t"

How

sexually arousing do you find your fantasy?
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STOP

VÍAIT FOR FTTRTIIER TNSTRUCTIONS
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SLIDE #3a SEXUAL FA¡ITASY

Please write the sexual fantasy you have just imagined" Space is pro:
vided below and on tÏ¡e following page; use as much as you need"

GO.ON TO NEXT PAGE
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SLIÐE #3: SEXUAL FAI{|ASY (continued)

the fo11owíng two questions.¡hout the sexual fantasy you
have just written" Use the scales provided belor,*. Circle the X which
is closest to your own feelings abouÈ your fantasy.
Now answer

l"

How

sexually arousing do yorr find your fantasy?
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WAIT FOR ¡'TIRTIIER TNSTRUCTIONS
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INSTRUCTION SHEET #3

follow the s¿rme procedure for three brief literary selections, which are in your E<perimental Booklet" Slides
will instruct you when to begin and stop reading, when to begin inagining, and when to begin and stop writing your fantasy" lLrus, like
before, every step in the procedure will be clear to you as you go
You

will

now

along"

Raise your hand to indicate that you have understood the
structions and are ready for the first selection"

in-
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t"
slipped out of the car, walked to the edge of the bank'
stood there looking down at, tt¡e dark rivern at the cliffs white in
moonlight". Ttren she turned, slowly pushed her hair off her face and
smiled" And he was profoundly moved. IÈ v¡as a little Ëhing, a quick
turn of her body, the slow pushing of hair from her faceí her smile.
But he knew that she had never seen,a river in moonlight before"""
that somehow he had conferred a great favor. She took his hand and
rubbed it against her lips, then left him and watrked a few steps away'
and stood with her back to him, looking at the river. Ttre wind was
blowing enough to sweep her dress against her body and to push her
hair away from her forehead. And she seemed a sweet lovely thing to
hj:n there in the moonlight.
He moved to her quickly and pulIed her Èo hi-n' deeply touchedHe slipped. his hand back of her head as he held her, now kissed her
face again and again and again" After a time she turned away, took
his hand, held it tightly, suddenly" And when he pulled her around
he saw that her chin was shaking and there were tears on her face.
She smiled quickly, wiped her eyes. Ttren they sat on the
sand and. neither tried to talk- Neither liked talking much" After a
. while he drew her to hi-m, and they were laughing together for the sand
was scratchy as the very. devil . And, everything seened ríght and good
as it had always been.
She
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SELECTION

#1:

SEXUAI FAIüIASY

Please write the sexual fantasy you have just imagined. space is provided below and on the following page; use as much as you need.

GO ON TO

NE(T

PAGE

757

SFJ,F:CTION

#1:

SEXUÃI FANTASY (continued)

the following two questions about the sexual fantasy you
have just written" Use the scales provided below" Circle the X
which is closest to your ovm feelings about your fantasy"
No$r

answer

1.

How

sexually arousing do you find your fantasy?
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STOP

IVAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
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The youth was standing over

his

hands buried

in her hair" with a sudden movement he jerked her

head fo:¡uard and i-mpaled

of his

mouth turned up

back and fortho

the girl who had been massaging him,

it on his massive freshy prick"

The corners

in a wicked grin as he shoved her head roughly

flexing the muscles of, his buttocks and thrusting

his tool deeper and deeper into her mouÈh. At first she appeared
frightened by the visciousness of the act, then her arns

came up and

twined around his legs" She was enjoying it as much as he was-

- The youth was straining--every muscl.e in his body stood in rippling relief as he built towards his climax- ftre girl between his legs
was beside

herself"

Her borrom wriggled

buried itself in her mouth"

to strangile herself on it"

She wanted

excitedly each time the shaft

to swallow every inch of it,,

Her head moved,

faster back

and,

forttr;

one

of her hands reached up and squeezed the youthrs scrotr:m, pr:mping it
'as

if she thought she could force the sperm out of the rigid spout by

ttre pressure of her hand on the swollen bag.
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SErægt-O* #2c SEXUÃI FAIITASY

Please write the sexual fantasy you have just inragined.
is pro\space
vided beLow and on ttre following page; use as much as you need.

GO ON TO NE¡IT PAGE
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SETECTION

#2:

SEXUAI, FANTASY

(continued)

the following two questions aJ¡out the sexual fantasy you
have just written. Use ttre scales provided below. Circle the X which
is closest to your own feelings about your fantasy"
Now answer

1"

Hovr

sexually arousing do you find your fantasy?
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STOP

WAIÎ FOR

FT]RTHER INSTRUCTIONS
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3"

she watched hírn as he moved a-bout Èhe party, making hinself
drinks and sandwiches and tarking to people. He was very good-lookj-ng,
wittt long hair and a full beard. He seemed to have an acute awareness
that made her want to know everything he was thinking. He appeared.
shy and vulnerable" she knew that if they met they wourd blpass all
the usual game-playÍng"

first time they met ttris didn¡t happen. Ttrey sparred. coyry and they both knew it, but the second Èirne they hardly spoke at
all. Each knew to such a finå d,egree whaÈ tJle other was thinking that
to use words would have been cl:msy. They were both aware of tt¡e sr:btle cormunication lines of their faces and, bodies; of the openness
and gruardednessi aware in d,ancing of the shifting nearness and farness,
advancing and receding wa::nth of their bodies; explosíve awareness
when they touched" He brushed his finger across her nippre, watching
her eyes, intently absorbing her every rninute reaction. she was terribry excited" He pressed her hand against him and she courd feer
The

that, he was equally aror:sed. He frightened and fascinated her.
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SEI,ECTION

#3:

SEXUAT, FAIüTASY

write the sexual fantasy you have just ímagined" Space is provided below and on the following page; use as much as you need"
Please

GO ON TO NÐ(T PAGE
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SELECTION

#3:

SEXU.AL FANTASY

(continued)

the following tir,¡o questions about the sexual fantasy you
have just written. Use the scales provided below. Circle the X which
is closest to yor:r own feelings abouÈ your fantasy.
No\,v

answer

1"

How

sexually arousing do you find your fantasy?
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WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
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Appendix

J: Instruction Slides for

E:<periment

1"

Please be seated-

¿-

Please read fnstruction Sheet I: "General Summary
Raise yor:r hand when you have finished"

5.

Please read Instruction Sheet

2

of

E:rperíment".

2" Raise your hand when you have

finished"

4"

rmagine a sexual fantasy based on
Begin now.

turn to the next page of
your instructions carefullv.
Please

writing

the sride you have just

yor.rr E:4>eri-mental

6"

Begj-n

7"

oK, - stop" You will now be shown another slide.
cedure will be followed.

8"

rmagine a sexual fantasy based on
Begin now.

9"

Please turn

seen.

Booklet.

now"

Ttre sâoe pro-

the slide you have just

seen.

to the next page of your Þ<perimental Booklet.
your instructions carefullv.

10" Begin writing

Read

Read.

now.

11.

Ttre next

12-

rmagine a sexual fantasy based. on

slide will

now

be

shown.

the slide you have just, seen.
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Begin now.

13" Please turn to tt¡e next page of your Experímental Booklet"
your instructions carefully"
L4" Begin writing

Read

now"

15" Please read fnstruction Sheet No" 3"
16"

No\,e

turn to

tJre next page

of your Experimental Booklet.

Read

the selection carefully"
L7

"

Tmagine

a sexual fantasy based on t}te selection you have just

read" .Begin

now"

18" Please turn to the next page of your Þ<perimental Booklet"
your instructions carefully
19" Begin writing

now"

- stop" You will now read another selectioncedure wíl1 be foIIowed.

20"

OK,

2L-

Now

Read

The sane pro-

turn to the next, page of 'yor.r Experinental Booklet"
selectíon carefullv.

Read the

22- Imagine a sexual fantasy based on the selection you have jusË
-Begin

read"

now"

23" Please turn to the next page of your E>ç)erimental Booklet.
your instructions carefullv "

Read
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24" Begin wríting
25"

Now

now.

turn to the next page of your Experimental Booklet"

Read

the selectíon carefully"

26" Imagine a sexual fantasy based on the selection you have just
read" Begin now"
27

" Please turn to the next page of yor:r Experimental Booklet"
your instructions carefú11y.

2A" Begin writing
29"

Read

now"

is now over. Please leave your booklet on your
desk" Instructions regarding feedback and experimenÈa1 credit
are on ttre table near the door"
Ttrar¡k you for your cooperation"
The experiment
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